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IN'I'RODUCTION 
The  Chaco, a vast alluvial plain lying east of the Andes in central South 
America, has been the focus of several recent analyses of the distribution of 
terrestrial vertebrates (e.g., Short, 1975; Gallardo, 1979; Fitzpatrick, 1980; 
Myers, in press). Little, however, has been published about the chiropteran 
fauna. In part this has been due to the lack of collecting in the Chaco, and 
in part to confusion over the systematics of some groups of bats. 
In  this paper we provide an annotated list of the Chiroptera of the 
northern Chaco (Chaco Boreal), and a discussion of the systematics, zoo- 
geography, and geographic variation of populations within and surround- 
ing this region. We document a startling concordance in the patterns of 
geographic variation of body size, and we provide information on general 
ecological attributes and reproductive patterns for some species. 
The  Chaco is an extensive plain formed by material eroded from the 
Andes. It rises gradually to the west, with most elevations below 500111. .rhe 
Chaco Boreal is defined by Gorham (1973a) to include the land north of' 
the Rio Bermejo, west of the Rio Paraguay, east of the Andean foothills, 
and south of the Serranias of San Jos6 and Santiago (Fig. 1). .T'his paper 
focuses on the Paraguayan and Bolivian Chaco (north of the Kio  
Pilcomayo). 
Descriptions of Chacoan habitats can be found in Grubb (191 l), 
Wetmore ( 1926), Laubmann ( 1930), Kerr ( 1950), Liiders (196 l), Morello 
and Adamoli (1968 and 1974), Villa-R, B. and M. Villa Cornejo (1969), 
Cabrera (1970), Ragonese and Castiglioni (1970), Adamoli et al. (1972), 
Corham (1973b), Eiten (1974), Short (1975), Bucher (1980), Mares et al. 
(1981a) and Myers (in press). The geology is discussed by Eckle (1959). 
Briefly, the Chaco (including both the northern Chaco Boreal and the 
southern Chaco Austral) can be divided into eastern, central, and western 
parts. The Eastern Chaco (Chaco Oriental) of Bucher, 1980; Chaco de esteros, 
cafiadas, y selvas de rzbera of Morello and Adamoli (1968), is a land of low 
marshes and palm savannas (pantanal of Short, 1975), with dense riparian 
forests and occasional "islands" of thorny forest wherever soils are slightly 
elevated above the savanna. The savannas are characterized by stands of 
palms (Cope~nicic~ alba). Areas of saline soils are also common and support 
extensive stands of thorny shrubs and trees, among which legumes 
(especially Prosopii) are conspicuous. Annual rainfall averages 900- 
1300mm, but with considerable variation from year to year in amount and 
timing (Farilia Sanchez, 1973; Bucher, 1980). Drainage is poor and exten- 
sive flooding often results. The winter dry season lasts about two months 
(July-August), and during this period large areas of grassland are burned 
by ranchers. The Central Chaco (Chaco Central of Bucher, 1980; Chnco de 
parques y sabanas secos of Morello and Adamoli, 1968) is an ecotonal area, 
differing from the eastern Chaco primarily in its lesser rainfall (700- 
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900mm annually), more extensive dry season (4-5 months, May-Septem- 
ber), and more xerophilic vegetation (Farina Sanchez, 1973; Short, 1975; 
Bucher, 1980). In this region palm savannas and marshlands give way to 
thornforest (algarrobo-quebracho-Palo Santo woodlands of Short, 1975). 
T h e  Western Chaco (Chaco occidental of Bucher, 1980; Chaco lerioso of 
Morello and Adamoli, 1968) has less rainfall (450-700mm), the vegetation 
tends to be scrubbier and thornier, and in some areas low rolling hills, 
natural grasslands, and even sand dunes break the monotony of the plains. 
METHODS 
This analysis is based on extensive, recent field work, primarily in Paraguay, where ap- 
proximately 2500 bats representing 4 1 species were collected. Most bats were captured in mist 
nets set over small lakes, streams, or artificial ponds in thorn forest or thorn scrub. Nets set 
across trails or  at the edge of forest were also sometimes productive. Specimens were also 
c a p t ~ ~ r e d  in roosts or by shooting. Because water is in short supply during part of the year, use 
of mist nets placed over ponds or  streams often produced large numbers of bats, including 
high-flying and rarely collected species of molossids and vespertilionids. Detailed habitat 
information is given in the species accounts that follow only when the site or method of 
capture was in some way unusual or differed from the general descriptions given above for 
each region of the Chaco. 
O u r  collecting sites tended to be concentrated near the Trans Chaco Highway, which runs 
from Villa Hayes, on the Rio Paraguay, to Fortin Garay, on the Bolivian border. This highway 
crosses the three major zones of the Chaco described above, and we believe it provides an 
excellent transect of Chacoan habitats. Ponds created to drain the road surface extend far into 
the central Chaco and often provide the only free-standing water available to bats for many 
miles; nets set across their surfaces were highly productive. In fact, it is possible that these 
ponds, and ponds dug by cattle ranchers to provide water for livestock, have allowed the 
recent invasion of arid habitats by some species of bats. 
'The following measurements were taken with dial calipers to the nearest 0.  lmm, and are 








Length of forearm (measured with wing folded, includes carpals). 
Length of third metacarpal (includes carpals). 
Greatest length of skull, from anterior face of incisors to posterior limit of skull. 
Condylobasal length (from anterior surface of base of incisors to posterior surface of 
occipital condyles). 
Greatest breadth across zygoma. 
Least interorbital constriction. 
Greatest breadth across mastoid processes. 
Breadth of palate and molars, measured from the labial surface of the left maxillary 
toothrow to the labial surface of the right. 
Breadth across the labial cingula of the canines. 
Length of maxillary toothrow, from posterior end of last upper molar to anterior face 
of canine. 
Total length. 
Length of tail. 
Length of hind foot from heel to end of claw. 
Length of pinna from bottom of notch to tip of pinna. 
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'The last four measurements were taken by collectors in the field and often display consider- 
able variation due  to differences in technique between collectors. Therefore, we include in our 
analyses only those measurements taken by ourselves or under our supervision. 
I'he average skin and skull measul-ements presented under each species are calculated 
based on specimens from the Chaco Boreal only. No measurements are given for species 
reported in the literature but not examined by us, although the locality records are given. 
Most species for which adequate samples are available show sexual ciirnorphism in one or 
more dimension; therefbre, sexes al-e usually described separately. Analysis of variance is used 
to test for sexual and geographic variation. Variation is reported as statistically significant 
when the probability of equality of population rneans is less than 0.05. 
I ' he  section entitled "Literature Records" includes citations only for localities in the Chaco. 
"Specirnens Examined" includes records of all specimens examined, regardless of locality. 
'ield notes and dissections of anirnals preserved in fluid have provided some information 
concerning reproduction, which is summarized in 'l'able 13. Finally, a field key to the bats of 
the Chaco Boreal, based primarily on characters discernable in intact animals, is presented in 
the appendix. 'I'he key includes a nu~riber of species so far uriknown in the Chaco, but known 
to occur in neighboring areas, especially eastern Paraguay. Because of the proximity of the 
regions we believe that most eastern Paraguayan species will ultimately be taken, either as 
residents o r  transients, in (he eastern Chaco. 
Specimens were examined from the fbllowing collections: A~nerican Museurn of Natural 
History (AMNH), University of Connecticut, Storrs (CONN), Field hluseurn of Natural His- 
tory (FMNH), Louisiana State University Museum of Zoology (LSUMZ), Philadelphia 
Academy of Natural Sciences (PANS), University of California Museum of Vertebrate 
Zoology (MVX), University of' Michigan Museum of' Zoology (UMMZ), and U.S. National 
Museum of' Natural History (USNM). 
Capitalized color terms are frorn Kidgway ( 19 1'2). 
COLLECTING LOCALI'I'IES 
The locality numbers in Figure 1 correspond to the numbers given 
below. Localities too close to one another to distinguish easily on the map 
share a number and appear as a single point. 
1. Presidente Hayes: Chaco-i 
2. Presidente Hayes: Villa Hayes. 
3. Presidente Hayes: 24km WNW Villa Hayes. 
4. Presidente Hayes: Puerto Cooper. 
5. Presidente Hayes: Puerto Pifiasco. 
6. Alto Paraguay: Puerto Casado. 
7. Alto Paraguay: Puerto Sastre. 
8. Alto Paraguay: Fuerte Olimpo. 
9. Presidente Hayes: 107km by rd NW Villa Hayes. 
10. Presidente Hayes: Waikthlatingrnarlgyalwa; 2krn SE of Misicirl 
Inglesa. 
I I .  Presidente Hayes: Monte Lindo. 
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FIG. 1. Map of collecting localities in the Chaco Boreal and surrounding areas. See text for 
explanation. ACh = Prov. Chaco (Argentina); AP = Dept. Alto Paraguay (Paraguay); Be = 
Dept. Beni (Bolivia); Bo = Dept. Boquerdn (Paraguay); Ch = Dept. Chuquisaca (Bolivia); Fo 
= Prov. Formosa (Argentina); Ju  = Prov. Jujuy (Argentina); NA = Dept. Nueva Asuncion 
(Paraguay); PCh = Dept. Chaco (Paraguay); PH = Dept. Presidente Hayes (Paraguay); Sa = 
Prov. Salta (Argentina); SC = Dept. Santa Cruz (Bolivia); T a  = Dept. Tarija (Bolivia). 
12. Presidente Hayes: Retiro Mandeyu, 20km SW Km 205, Trans Chaco 
Hwy. 
13. Presidente Hayes: 211km by rd NW Villa Hayes; 213km by rd NW 
Villa Hayes; 220km by rd NW Villa Hayes; 226km by rd NW Villa 
Hayes. 
14. Presidente Hayes: 230km by rd NW Villa Hayes. 
15. Presidente Hayes: Fortin Orihuela; Pozo Colorado. 
16. Presidente Hayes: Rincdn CharrLia, 275km by rd NW Villa Hayes. 
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17. Presidente Hayes: 300km by rd NW Villa Hayes; vie. line camp, Juan 
d e  Zalazar; Juan de  Zalazar, 'Lkm N Kio Verde; 295km by rd NW Villa 
Hayes; 290km by rd  NW Villa Hayes; 3km S Line Camp, Juan de 
Zalazar. 
18. Presidente Hayes: 8k1n NE Juan de  Zalazar; Juan de Zalazar, approx. 
4km E Trans Chaco Hwy. bridge; 320km by rd NW Villa Hayes [= 
Juan d e  Zalazar]. 
19. Presidente Hayes: 50km E of Km 320, Trans Chaco Hwy. 
20. Presidente Hayes: 80km W Puerto Pihasco; 85km E Lorna Plata. 
2 1. Boqueron: Estancia Pirazal, 80km SW Neuland. 
22. Boqueron: 35km by rd E Filadelfia. 
23. Boquerdn: Estancia Iparoma, 19km N Filadelfia. 
24. Boqueron: Orloff; lOkm by rd S Filadelfia. 
25. Nueva Asuncion: 49.6km by rd N Filadelfia. 
26. Boqueron: 417km by rd NW Villa Hayes; 419km by rd  NW Villa 
Hayes; 420km by rd NW Villa Hayes. 
27. Nueva Asuncion: 460km by rd NW Villa Hayes. 
28. Chaco: 50km WNW Fortin Madrejon. 
29. Chaco: 67km by rd N Fortin Madrejon; 65km by rd N Fortin 
Madrejon. 
30. Chaco: 170km W Bahia Negra, Agua Dulce. 
3 1. Nueva Asuncion: Teniente Ochoa. 
32. Nueva Asuncion: 2.5km S of Km 579, Trans Chaco Hwy. 
(C0PAGRO);Trans Chaco Hwy., Km 589. 
33. Nueva Asuncion: 19k1n by rd WSW Km 588, .Trans Chaco Hwy. 
34. Nueva Asuncion: 3km SW Krn 620, Trans Chaco Hwy. 
35.  Nueva Asuncion: Teniente Enciso. 
36. Boquerdn: Fortin Guachalla, Kio Pilcomayo [= Guachalla]; Pedro P. 
Pefia. 
38. Chaco: Barranqueras. 
39. Salta: Cerillos. 
40. Jujuy: Yuto. 
41. Jujuy: Santa Ba'rbara. 
42. Jujuy: Leclesima. 
43. Tarija: Caiza, o r  Villa Ingavi, 600m [= Caixa or  Cajixa]; 8km S and 
lOkm E Villa Montis, E bank of Kio Pilcomayo. 
44. Santa Cruz: lOkm E Gutierrez, Laguna Caucaya. 
45. Santa Cruz: Tamachindi, near Izozog. 
46. Santa Cruz: Santiago. 
47. Santa Cruz: San Jose de  Chiquitos. 
48. Santa Cruz: Ing. Mora; lOkm by rd E Ing. Mora; 15km E Ing. Mora, 
600m; Lostra, Ibos, 2km N, 7km E Ing. Mora. 
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49. Santa Cruz: 25k1n by rd W Conlarapa, 2800m. 
50. Santa Cruz: Santa Cruz, 416m. 
51. Santa Cruz: Warnes, 350m. 
52. Santa Cruz: Rio Surutu, 400m. 
53. Santa Cruz: Buenavista, 400m. 
54. Santa Cruz: 25km W Buenavista, W bank of Rio Yapacani. 
55. Santa Cruz: 7km N Santa Rosa, Provincia Sara, 800m. 
56. Santa Cruz: Kio Palometilla, 400m. 
57. Santa Cruz: Concepcidn. 
58. Santa Cruz: Rio Yapacani, 600m. 
59. Beni: 'Irinidad. 
60. Beni: Rurrenebaque. 
61. Beni: Sari Ramtin. 
62. Beni: Magdalena. 
63. Beni: Estancia Yutiolc. 
64. Beni: Azunta. 
65. Beni: San Joaquin. 
66. Beni: ltenez. 
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67. Concepcidn: 24km by rd E San Lizaro, Cantero 54; lkrn by rd  NE San 
LAzaro, Cantero I~a lo .  
68. Concepcidn: 8k1n by rd  E Concepcicin. 
69. Amambay: 4km SW Cerro Cora; Parque Nacional Cerro Cori;  20km 
SW Pedro Juan Caballero. 
70. Canendiyu: Igatirni 
71. Canendiyu: Curuguaty; 6.3km by rd N E  Curuguaty; 13.3km b y  rd N 
Curuguaty. 
72. Sari Pedro: Juan de  Mena. 
73. Caaguazu: 24krn N N W  Carayati. 
74. Cordillera: 20km by rd N Altos. 
75. Cordillera: 12km by rd N Tobati; 2km by rd S Tobati; 1.6km by rd S 
Tobat i  
76. Central: 17km by rd E Luque; 20km by rd E I.uque. 
77. Central: 5km E Asuncion; 4km ESE Asuncion; Asuncion. 
7H. Paraguari: Yaguardn. 
79. Paraguari: Paraguari; 3km E Paraguari, Cerro Santo 'I'omas. 
80. Paraguari: Salto de  Pirareta, l0km S Piribebuy; 17km by rd SW 
Piribebuy. 
8 1. Paraguari: Sapucay. 
82. Paraguar-i: Parque Nacional Ybycui 
83. Guiari :  Villarica. 
84. Guiari :  Itape'. 
85. Guiari:  'l'acuaral [= Estacicin Tacuaral]. 
86. Misiones: 2.7km by rd N San Antonio. 
87. Misiones: 4 1 km S San Ignacio. 
88. ,Misiones: 5km ENE Ayolas. 
89. Itapua: 22km by rd  NNE Encarnacion; Encarnacion. 
90. Itapua: vic. San Rafael. 
9 1. Mato Grosso: Urucum. 
92. Mato Grosso: Descalvados, Rio Paraguay. 
We were unable to locate the following localities, which were taken from 
specimen labels: 
PARAGUAY: Alto Paraguay: Laguna Chamacoco, 33 leagues W Fuerte 
Olimpo. 
PARAGUAY: Caaguazu: Sommerfeld, Colony # 1 1. 
Satnpling localities given in the tables that follow are made up of the 
fi~llowing collecting sites: Eastern Chaco, localities 1-10; Central Chaco, 
localities 11-20; Western Chaco, localities 2 1-36; Northcrn Chaco, local- 
ities 28-50; Eastern Paraguay, localities 67-90. The  Eastern, Central, and 
Western Chaco are described above. Sites 28-30 and 4 6 4 7  lie in or  near 
unusual, isolated rocky outcrops (Cerro Lecin, Serranias of Santiago and 
San Jose'). T h e  vegetation at the sites in Paraguay (28-30) is typical of the 
Ckntral Chaco. Most sites in Eastern Paraguay are in subtropical forest 
within the Paraguay River valley or  in the central plateau area (Myers, in 
press). Localities 39 through 66 lie at the base of the Andes or  in subtrop- 
ical flatlands in Bolivia and Argentina. 
SPECIES ACCOUNTS 
Peroptevyx rlucroti.~ (Wagner) 
SI)IS:~:IMKNS ExA.LIINELI.-BRAZIL: MA 1.0 GROSSO: Urucum mines 
(3, FMNH). PARAGUAY: ALTO PAKA(:UAY : Fuerte Olimpo ( I  ,AMNH). 
CONC:EPC:ION: 24km E San IAzaro by rd., Cantero 54 (2,UMMZ); lkm NE 
San Lazaro by rd., Cantero Italo (2,UMMZ). 
M L . : A S U U E M E N ~ S . - F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  (n= 1): FA 43.0, MC3 39.1, GLS 14.2, CB 13.4, 
ZB 8.6, IOC 2.9, MW 7.7, MM 6.2, CC 3.4, Max 5.5. 
I,r I.Eu..\ IUKI.: R E C O K I ~ S . - T ~ ~  specimens from Paraguay were reported by 
Myers et al. (in press). 
Noctilio albiventris (Desmarest) 
SIW:IMENS EX.A.LIINED.-BOLIVIA: B I N I :  Itenez (30,USNM); San Joaquin 
(26,FMNH); San Ramon (6,FMNH); Magdalena (I6,FMNH); Estancia 
Yutiole (6,FMNH); SANTA CKUZ: Buenavista, 400m (1,USNM; 
5,FMNH). BRAZIL: AMAZONAS: Ri'o Jurua (1,USNM); Itacoatiara 
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(1 ,USNM). PARAGUAY: Aura PARAGUAY: Fuerte Olimpo (1 1,AMNH). 
C E N ~ R A I . :  20km by rd E Luque (1,MVZ); 17km by rd E Luque (20,UMMZ). 
PKESIUEN I-E HAYES: 8km NE Juan de Zalazar (17,UMMZ); 230km by rd NW 
Villa Hayes (I3,MVZ); .3km S of line camp, Rio Verde, Juan de Zalazar 
(10,CONN). 
MI<,\SLJKE,LIE.U 1,s.-Males (n= 10): FA 62.8 (59.6-65.5), MC3 56.7 (53.3- 
59.1), GLS 21.2 (20.4-22.6), CB 19.1 (18.4-20.3), ZB 15.9 (15.2-17.2), IOC 
5.9 (5.3-6.3), MW 15.4 (14.4-17.0), MM 9.8 (9.4-10.5), CC 7.3 (6.9-8.1), 
Max 7.9 (7.2-8.2), Total 98.6 (93-104), Tail 19.4 (17-23), HF 19.2 (18-20), 
Ear 26.6 (25-28). 
Females (n= 17): FA 61.2 (5'7.7-63.4), MC3 55.2 (53.3-58.3), GI,S 19.7 
(18.9-20.6), CB 18.3 (17.5-19.0), ZB 15.0 (14.6-15.6), IOC 5.9 (5.6-6.1), 
MW 13.6 (13.0-14.3), MM 9.5 (9.1-9.9), CC 6.5 (6.2-7.0), Max 7.6 (7.2- 
8. l),  Total 93.1 (84-97), Tail 18.6 (16-20), HF 17.6 (16-19), Ear 24.6 
(22-27). 
Ll.1-EK;\I.UKE (:~RI)S.-BOLIVIA: SANI-A CKIJL: Concepcidn; Buenavista, 
400m (Anderson et al., 1982). PAKAGUAY: AL~-o P.ARAGUAY: Fuerte 
Olirnpo (Davis, 1976). 
C : o ~ ~ ~ ~ - r s . - M o s t  specimens were captured over lakes or large, slow 
streams. Two roosts were located, both in quebracho (Schinopsi~ sp.) trees. 
T h e  first was in a cavity in the trunk, with an exit hole lm above the ground 
at a point where the diameter of' the trunk was about 30cm. The second 
roost was in a horizontal branch, 20cm in diameter and approximately 61n 
ahove the ground. Stomachs oP three individuals examined contained 
hard, chitinous insect parts with no trace of fish scales. 
llavis (1976) described N. a. cabremi (type locality Fuerte Olimpo, a town 
in the northeastern Chaco of Paraguay) with a range including all of 
Paraguay and adjacent parts of Brazil, Argentina, and Bolivia. He distin- 
guished N. a. cab,remi from geographically adjacent populations of N. a. 
(.finis by its smaller size and lighter color. We remeasured specirnens from 
several localities reported by Davis (1976) and forming part of his sample 9, 
which he assigned to N. ( I .  ajfink: Bolivia, Santa Cruz, Buena Vista (n=6); 
13olivia, Ueni, vicinity of San Joaquin (n=3 l), vicinity of Magdalena (n=25). 
Only adult females were included. The dimensions of these specimens, 
plus our new material from Paraguay, suggest a more complicated pattern 
of' variation than was reported by Davis. Specimens from Beni on average 
are small (Table l ) ,  only slightly larger than cabrerai, but with surprising 
differences even among geographically proximate samples from Magda- 
lena and San Joaquin. Animals from Santa Cruz are significantly larger 
than Beni specimens, and similar in size to populations in the western 
Amazon Basin (Davis' sample 10). The populations from central and 
southern Paraguay are similar in size to those from Beni, and slightly larger 
than cnbrerai, but considerably smalle1- than those from Santa Cruz. 
The  average size of qlfinzs (sensu Davis 1976) appears to be the result of 
combining highly heterogeneous sets of populations in Beni and Santa 
Cruz. 'The differences in color between qfznis and cabrerai appear minor 
BA-1's OF  THE CHACO BOREAL 
TABLE 1 
(;EO(;RI\PI~I(: V A R I A  rloN I N  FEMAI.E Noctilio albiventrzs 
N. a. ssp. 
Eastern Paraguay 62.2 6 18.8 14 
(1.46) (0.46) 
N. n. cnhrerai 
Fucrte Olirnpo, 6'2.2 6 18.0 6 
Paraguay (1.22) (0.40) 
N. a. ssp. 
Central Chaco, 62.3 6 18.4 11 
Paraguay (0.84) (0.30) 
N. n. cqJinir 
vic. Santa Cruz, 66.6 5 19.4 6 
Bolivia (0.53) (0.19) 
N. a. aff~na 
vic. San Joaqui'n, 59.0 17 18.4 35 
Ueni, Boltvia (2.17) (0.44) 
N. a. ujjlni.5 
vic. Magdalena, 58.8 7 18.6 25 
Bcni, Bolivia (3.28) (0.29) 
ZB n MM n M a x n  
Nor~cs :  I n  this table and in Tables 3-1 1, mean, sample size, and standard deviation (in 
parentheses) are given for each measurement, for each population. 1.ocalities labelled 
"Eastel-n Chaco," "Central Chaco," "Western Chaco," ctc. are defined under "Collecting 
1.ocalitics"; measurements are defined under "Methods." Significance levels for geographic 
variation (ANOVA) in e;lch variable are given in the bottom row. 
and are difficult to cvaluate. Suitable habitat for N. albiuentris in the central 
part of' South America is often distributed patchily (we found these bats 
only in the vicinity of water), and semi-isolated populations may often be 
composed of relatively few individuals. Under such conditions consider- 
able between-sample variation is to be expected. In searching for geo- 
graphic variation it seems advisable to rely heavily on samples from single 
populations whenever possible, rather than combining samples from large 
geographic areas. 
Bats from the type locality of cabrerni are the smallest alhiuentrzr examined 
in this study, but they are only slightly srnaller than some affini.~ from Beni. 
Bats from southern Paraguay, part of the range suggested for cahrerai by 
Davis, are indistinguishable, at least in size, from affinzs from Reni. Yet 
their geographic proximity to the northwestern Chaco suggests a probably 
closer phyletic relationship to cabrerai than to cqfinir. Members of a single 
population from the central Chaco are intermediate in size, suggesting 
that, at least in the southern range of albiventris, changes in body size take 
place gradually with no sharp boundaries to define the subspecies. If 
car')rerui deserves taxonomic I-ecognition then so would the equally distinc- 
tive populations to the south and northwest of its type locality (eastern 
Paraguay and Santa Cruz). Until patterns of variation in 'V. n1bi11~r~tr . i~  ;ire 
better untlerstood, however, we prefer to avoid fur-thel- prolif'et-ation of' 
subspecific names. 
Noctilio 1eporinu.s (Linnae us) 
SI'E(:ILII.:US E .~>~IUI~.I).-PARAGUAY: Bo~uk:lc6u: 420krn by rd N W  Villa 
Hayes (1,MVZ); 460km by rd NW Villa Hayes (5,MVZ); 3km S t.ine Ca~np ,  
Juan d e  Zalazar (42,CONN). PKL..SII)ENI-t HAYES: 230km by rd N W  Villa 
Hayes (1,MVZ); Rincon Charrua, 275krn by rd N W Villa Hayes (:I,,,MVZ); 
300km by rd NW Villa Hayes (5,MVZ). 
MEASIIIIEMENI.S.-M~~~S (N=4): FA 88.8 (87.2-90.3), MC3 82.3 (81.9- 
83.0), GLS 27.2 (25.8-28.4), CB 24.9 (24.2-25.4), ZB 20.4 (19.9-20.7), IOC 
7.2 (6.9-7.4), MW 18.9 (18.2-19.7), MM 12.6 (12.5-12.8), CC 8.6 (8.1-9.2), 
Max 9.9 (9.6-10.2), Total 119.8 (1 14-129), 'I'ail 28.0 (23-30), HF  :32.3 
(32-33), Ear 33.5 (3 1-36). 
Females ( n =  11): FA 85.9 (82.4-88.5), MC3 79.4 (77.3-81.9), GLS 25.3 
(24.5-28.2), CB 23.4 (22.9-24.0), ZB 18.6 (18.0-19.2), IOC 6.9 (6.4-7.2), 
MW 16.6 (16.0-17.4), MM 12.4 (12.1-12.7), (:(: 8.6 (8.1-9.2), Max 9.9 
(9.6-10.2), Total 116.5 (1 11-120), Tail 26.0 (21-29), HF 29.3 (27-3 I ) ,  Ear 
3 l .  l (29-33). 
LI-TI;K.\ 11.111; KE(X)KUS.-BOLIVIA: S.\S r.1 (:KI:z: Sa11 Josd de  Chiq~~itos 
(Anderson et al., 1982). PARAGUAY: PKE'SII)EU 11.: H.\YLS: Juan de Zalazar, 
2km N Rio Verde (Wetzel and Lovett, 1974). 
C o ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ r s . - - r h e s e  bat  are very common over the slow streains and 
scattered temporary ponds of'the lower Chaco. One individual, captured in 
a mist net placed over a stream, carried a partially eaten frog to the net. 
Davis (1973) referred the Paraguayan populations to 'V. 1. r~~ f r sc (~ns  
Olfers. Paraguayan specimens are somewhat smaller than N. I. r~lft..sr~r~.s 
frorrl Bolivia and Argentina examined by Davis, but nevertheless are sub- 
stantially larger than specimens of N. I. lefiou%,nu.s from the Amazon hasin 
(Davis, 1973). 
Tonatia bidens (Spix) 
SPE(:ILI~.NS EX.\LIIUF.I).-YAKAGUAY: BOQL.EUOU: Orloff ( I  ,FMNlH). 
NLIEV..~ A s u ~ c ; ~ t i ~ :  19km by rd WSW Km 588 'Trans Chaco I-Iighway 
(1,UMMZ). 
MEASLJKEMEU IS.-Male (n=  I): FA 57.1, MC3 48.3, (;LS 28.2, CB 24.4, ZB 
13.5, IOC 6.0, MW 13.2, MM 8.5, CC 6.1, Max 10.0, Total 99, 'Tail 20, HF 
19, Ear 27. 
Female (n=  I): FA 54.9, MC3 46.5, (:C 5.6, Max 9.8. 
I,r I.EK;\I.I;KL K~c:ou~)s.-These specimerls are discussed by .Myers et al. (in 
press). 
C o ~ > i ~ x  1.s.-Insect chitin and a large quantity of unidentified whitish 
pulp were h u n d  in the stomach of the specimen from Nueva As~~ncidn.  
BATS O F  T H E  C l I A C O  BOREAL 
Phyllo.stomu,s discolor (Wagner) 
SI~E(;I.LIENS X:\~IIN~.LI .-None. 
MI:.ASI;RP:.LII:.N 1s -None. 
I I U P  RE(;OKDS.-PARAGUAY: AI. 1-0 P,\K;\GuI\Y: Laguna 
Charnacoco, 33 Leagues W Fte. Olimpo; Pto. Sastre (Podtiaguin, 1944). 
Phyllostomus hastatus (Pallas) 
SI>~;CIMI,:NS Es,\arrul;n.-BOLIVIA: S,\.u-r,\ CKLJZ: Rio Yapacani, 600m 
( I  ,FMNH); Buenavista (2,FMNH). 
MI~:ASUI<I:.~~IN -s.-None. 
I,I I-I:.K:\ I .UI<F  KI..c:oKI)s.-BOLIVIA: SAN I.,\ C~rrz:  San Jose de Chiquitos 
(Anderson et al., 1982). 
C O ~ I ~ I E Y  l.~.--I'his species has been taken at the western edge of the 
Chaco in Bolivia, and in eastern Paraguay (Baud, 1981). 
Chrotopterus auritus Peters 
S~>cc:r MENS EX.-\.LILNI.:D.-PARAC'rUAY: CAA(;UAZU : Sornmerfeld, Colony 
#1 1 (1,USNM). C:\NI..NI)IYU: 13.3km by rd N Curuguaty (1,UMMZ); 6.3km 
by rd NE Curuguaty (1,UMMZ). CHA(:O: 50kln WNW Fortin Madrejcin 
( 1  ,UMMZ). ~ ~ ~ U L ~ I I . I . E K A :  1.6km by rd S Tobati (1,MVZ; I ,UMMZ).  
P.-\1<..\c;ut\l<i: 3km E Paraguari, Cerro Santo Tomis (3,MVZ). Patsl~)l-.u 1.1:. 
H.\YF:s: 120rtin Orilluela (1,FMNH). 
Mt:..\sua~br~.u-1,s.-Females (n=2): FA 82.4 (81.2-83.5), MC3 63.3 (61.4- 
65.0), GLS 36.0 (35.7-36.3), CB 31.0 (30.2-31.8), ZB 20.0 (19.5-20.4), IOC 
6.4 (6.2-6.5), MW 18.1 (17.4-18.8), MM 1 2 3  (12.0-12.5), CC 7.6 (7.5-7.6), 
Max 13.1 (12.8-13.4). 
LI I.II<.-\ IWI<I.. 1<~~0~1)s.-Podtiaguin (1944) reports Chrotopterus from the 
following localities along the Chacoan side of the Rio Paraguay: 
PARAGUAY: P~l<~lnl?N 1: H.AYF.S: Chaco-i; Puerto Pifiasco; Monte Idindo; 
Puerto Sastre. 
C o ~ ~ r ; . . u  rs.-The stomach of the specimen from Dept. Chaco contained 
a few feathers. 
.Thornas (1 905) named C. a. australzs (type locality Concepcidn, Paraguay) 
based on the rnore extensive white area occupying the wing tips of the  type 
(compared to specimens f'rom northern South America). .I'hree individuals 
Srorn Paraguay in the UMMZ collection (two frorrl Dept. Canendiyu and 
one  Prom Dept. Cordillera) are similar to -l'homas's specimen in this re- 
spect. They further differ from an individual from Panama in the UMMZ 
collection by their grayish (vs. brown) pelage. Nevertheless, this seems weak 
grounds for taxonomic recognition (Handley, 1966). 
Closcophaga soricina (Pallas) 
SI'E(:IIIENS Ex.\~IIsI..u.-BO1,IVIA: S.4.u 1 ,A CRUZ: Buenavista, 500m 
(3,AMNH); Sara, 7km N Sta. Rosa (2,AMNH); Lostra, Ibos, 2km N, 7km 
E, Ing. Mora (5,MSU). PARAGUAY: AM.AMH.AY: 20km SW Pedro Juan 
Caballero (1,UMMZ); Parque Nacional Cerro Cor5 (1,UMMZ). (;EN I I<.\[.: 
vicinity of ilsuncicin (2,UMMZ; 2,MVZ). C~N(:EI>CION: 8km by rd E Con- 
cepcion (1,MVZ). COKI)ILLL..K.\: 1 6km by rd S 'Tobati (9,MVZ). I I .~ I>U, \ :  
22km by rd  NNE Encarnacion (1,UMMZ). P,u<ac;u,\ui: 17km by rd SW 
I'iribebuy ( 1,UMMZ). 
MI-.\SURE>II~.N rs.- one. 
L1 L . E R X ~ U K E  REC:OI<I)S.-BOI,IVIA: S ~ \ N - ~ A  CRUX: Santiago (Anderson et 
al., 1982). PARAGUAY: PRL.:SII)EN~E HAYES: Puerto Cooper (Podtiaguin, 
1944). We have taken this species on the eastern bank of the Kio Paraguay. 
It seems likely that in the Chaco G. sorici,nu is restricted to the rnesic zone 
along the Rio Paraguay. 
COMMEN 1,s.-Miller (1913a) named C;. s. rnicrotk from eastern Paraguay 
(Sapucay), based on the supposedly small ears of I'araguayan specimens. 
We compared the length of the ear from the notch of two alcoholic spec- 
imens froin eastern Paraguay (Dept. Amambay), with that of 10 alcoholic 
specimens from Panama. T h e  mean for both is 13mrn. Further, our field 
lneasurernerlts of the ears of 10 specimens from eastern Paraguay average 
considerably larger (16nlm) than those reported by Miller (13-14rnm) 
(Miller does not specify how his measurements were taken). Therefore we 
concur with Cabrera (1958) in placing rnicrotzs in synononiy under G. .s. 
sosicina. 
Specimens from the eastern border of the Chaco (eastern Paraguay) 
average 2-476 smaller in most dimensions than specimens from the western 
border  (Santa Cruz, Bolivia). 
Carollin. per,spicillata (Lirinaeus) 
SPEC:IMI..NS EXAMINED.-BOLIVIA: SAN r-11 CKUZ: Uuenavista, 400m 
(7,FMNH). PARAGUAY: AW\MUAY: 4km SW Cerro Cora (1,UMMX); 
Parque Nacional Cerro Cora (1,UMMZ). C,\NENUIYU: 13.3km by rd N 
Curuguaty (7,UMMZ); 6.3krn by rd N E  Curuguaty (4,UMMZ). CC)KI)II.- 
I.~;.I~,.I: 1.6km by rd  S Tobati(3,MVZ; 4,UMMZ). I -~APUA:  22km by rd N N E  
Encarnacicin (1,MVZ). PAKAC;U:\K~: 17kn1 by rd SW Piribebuy (2,UMMZ); 
Parque Nacional Ybycui (30,UMMZ). 
Mt ' . . \ s r r~c~~:~r~~~r~. -Norle .  
LI.L.ER.\ I .URE I<I;COIII)S.-BOI~,IVIA: SAN I..& CKUZ: Santiago (Anderson et 
al., 1982). PARAGUAY: PRESI I )EN~E H.AYI<S: Puerto Cooper (Podtiaguin, 
1944). 
C ~ M M I ~ . N  rs.-C. per.spicillata is a common forest bat in eastern Paraguay; 
in the Chaco it is probably restricted to the proximity of the Kio Paraguay. 
If a subspecific epithet were used, C. p. tricolor woulcl be appropriate (Pine, 
1972). 
Specimens from eastern Paraguay average 5 4 %  s~naller in most dimen- 
sions than those frorn the western border of the Chaco. 
BA7'S OF T H E  (;I-1:\(:0 UOKEAI.  13 
Sturnirn liliurrl E.  Geoffrey 
SI>I..(:IMF.NS Ex,\~IINEL).-BOI.IVIA: s.4~ I-.\ CRUX: 7k1n N Santa Rosa, Pvcia. 
S a r a  (5,AMN H); Kio Palometilla, 400m (2,FMNH); Buenavista, 400m 
(1 ,FMNH) .  PARAGUAY: A~. \>~yrs~u:  4kn1 by rd  SW Gerro C o r i  
(1,UMMZ). CAA(;UAZU: 24km NNW Carayao (1 1 ,UMMZ). CANENDIYU: 
13.3km by r d  N Curuguaty  (15,UMMZ); 6.3km by r d  NE Curuguaty 
(7,UMMZ). CI:.N I M L :  vicinity of  Asuncion (9,MVZ; 4,UMMZ; 3,CONN). 
C ~ N ~ : I . : I . ~ : I ~ N :  8 k m  by r d  E Concepcidn (10,MVZ). I-r!\~ir-\: 22km by r d  NNE 
Encarnacicin (5,UMMZ); vicinity of  San Rafael (36,UMMZ). Misiones: 
2.7km by r d  N San Antonio (26,UMMZ); 5km ENE Ayolas (4,UMMZ). 
P:\a.\c;rr.\ai : Parque Nacional Ybycui (40,UMMZ). PRF.SII)EY 1.t H.AYI;S: 24km 
W N W  Villa Hayes (1,UMMZ). 
Mr.\sul<t.:\lru rs.-Fernale ( n =  1): FA 43.5, MC3 43.6, CLS 22.6, CB 20.3, 
%I3 13.6, I O C  5.9, MW 12.2, MM 8.2, C C  6.0, Max 6.6, Total  68, H F  14, 
Ear  18. 
I,I I I-I<.\ 1 . ~ 1 ~ 1 . :  KL(:OI<DS.-BOLIVIA: Si\.u1-i\ CKLIZ: Santiago. TAKIJ.-\: 8k1n S 
and 1Ok1n 1.: Villa Montks; Villa Ingavi, Caiza 600m (Anderson e t  al., 1982). 
PAIIAGUAY: P a ~ s r n l : ~  I b. HAYES: Chaco-i; Villa Hayes (Podtiaguin, 1944). 
C : ~ M L I I < N  1,s.-Like those repor ted  by Podtiaguin, o u r  example was taken 
i n  forest  nea r  the  Kio Confuso. As with the  preceding two species, S. lilzurn 
is probably restricted in the  Chaco to riparian forests along the Kio 
p. .. ~11,lguay a n d  the  lower reaches of  its tributaries. 
Specimens  f rom castern I'araguay average 3-6% smaller than t hose from 
eas tern  -Tar-ija a n d  Santa Cruz,  Bolivia. 
Artibeus 1ituratu.s (Olfers) 
SIV:~:ILII;KS Es:\~II.uE:I).-BOLIVIA: SANI-.-\ CKIJZ: Provincia Sara, 7km S 
San ta  Rosa, 800rn (16,AMNH). PARAGUAY: A~I . \MI~! \Y:  4km SW Cerro  
[:or: (5,UMMZ); 20km SW Pedro J u a n  Caballero (1,UMMZ). (:,~.-\c;~;-\zu: 
2 4 k m  N N W  Carayao (10,UMMZ). CANI-NIIIYIJ: 13.3km by r d  N Curuguaty 
(63,UMMZ). CI-NIK.\I . :  vicinity of  Asuncicin ( 1  1,UMMZ; 9,MVZ). PRES- 
I I ) I < N  1.1.: H A Y I S :  Kincon Charrua ,  275km by r d  NW Villa Hayes (2,MVZ). 
MI..~SURI:MI~N 1,s.-Females (n=2):  FA 72.7 (71.7-73.6), MC3 69.4 (68.2- 
70.6), C I S  32.6 (32.3-32.9), CB 29.5 (29.5-29.5), ZB 19.4 (19.0-19.8), I O C  
7.1 (6.8-7.4), MW 16.8 (16.6-17.0), MM 14.4 (14.2-14.5), CC 9.4 (9.0-9.7), 
Max 10.8 (10.7-10.9), Total  9 9  (99-99), Tail 18 (16-19), H P  26 (26-26), 
E:lr 12 (10-13). 
LA ~.i..u..\ rrlut Kk.c:ol<r)s.-PARAGUAY: PKESI~)F.N I I. H.IYES: Chaco-i; Villa 
Hayes  (l'odtiaguin, 1944). 
Coalh~I-~~.s . -Both  Chacoan specimens (first reported by Myers, 1977) 
were  cap tu red  over the  same small pond ,  su r rounded  by thornscrub, in 
mid  August ,  a t  a time when many trees were in flower. T h e  same pond was 
net ted  a t  approximately rrlonthly intervals over most of  the  year, but  no  
fur-ther speci~riens were taken. I 'he coincidence betcveen the flower-ilrg of 
trees and the capture of'this and the fi)llowing species of bats suggests t l~a l  
this species rnay be migratory in the Chaco Boreal. Certainly, during most 
of' the year few flowers o r  fruits are available LO bats in the central o r -  
western Chaco. Artibeus litur(~ti~s is abundant in eastern Paraguay, ant1 will 
probably be found in lnesic areas along the Kio Paraguay tht-o~cghout he 
year. 
Artibezls jurnuicen.szs (Spix) 
SI'I*:CIMENS EXAMINI.:I).-PARAGUAY: AMAMH/\Y: 4kln SW Cerro Cora 
(1,UMMZ). CI:.NI-KAI.: vicinity of Asuncicin (14 ,UMMZ; 14,MVZ). PRI:.S- 
I I I E N  1 L HAYES: Rincdn Charrua, 275km by rd NW Villa Hayes ( I  ,MVZ). 
MI~- \SUKE~IEN 1s.-None. 
LA I.EKAI-URI.: ~.c:ouns.-The Chacoan specimen was reported by Myers 
arld Wetzel (1979). BOL,IVIA: S,\.ur.\ CKCJZ: Santiago (Anderson et al., 
1982). 
C ~ M ~ I E N  1,s.-'l'he Chacoan specimen, a juvenile, was captured at the 
sarne t i ~ n e  and place as the A. lituratus described above. 
Myers and Wetzel (1979) documented the presence of three species of 
large Artibeus in eastern Paraguay: litumtus, jarn(~i(:msis, and a third species 
that rnay represent A.fimhrzatus (Gray) (C. 0. Handley, Jr., pers. commun.). 
Anderson et al. (1982) also list three species for eastern Bolivia: liturc~t~u, 
jamaicensis fr~l&no.su.s, and plunirostris f(~llax. We compared Paraguayan 
material (including Chacoan specimens, which do not differ significantly 
from specimerls tr-on1 eastern Paraguay) with some of the series reported 
by Anderson et al. T h e  results are summarized in Table 2. All populations 
of' liturntus are essentially similar to a large topotypical series from 
Asuncidn, Paraguay, and are combined. Specimens of l i t u r t ~ t ~ ~ . ~  are distin- 
guished from other species primarily by large size, clearly defined eye 
stripes, strongly developed orbitonasal shields (made more pronounced by 
the greatly constricted interorbital region), and consistent lack of an upper 
M:'. T h e  relatiorlships of' the other species populations are enigmatic; based 
o n  the evidence at hand no strong case can be made for regarding any 
trans-Chacoan pair as conspecific (other than populations of A. liturt~trcs). 
O n  the other hand, niost of the characters in Table 2 have been reported to 
vary within populations of large Artibeus elsewhere in South America, so 
that neither can a case be made for specific distinctiveness. As ;I result, the 
assignment of narnes lor species populations other than litr~ratzls is highly 
tentative, pending a rnuch-needed revision of the large Ar-tiheu.~ in South 
America. 
SI'L(:I.LILUS E ? ; . \ ~ I I N E I ) . - N ~ ~ ~ .  
M~:.-\SUI<E.LIEN 1,s.-None. 
LI 1.1..11;\ I.UKE: KL.(:OI<IIS.-BOLIVIA: S t  I CKCY: Santiago, 7001~1 
(i\nclerson et al., 1982). 
BATS O F  1-HE <;HA(:O BOKEXI. 
'TABLE 2 
Ml~,\sr~nl~hll : .~ I S  0 1 ;  rHF. I.;\K(;L. Artibew Ol; PARA(;I:AY :\NI) EASXEKN BOI.IVIA 
(MA[-ES ANI)  FEM..\I.~.s COMBINED) 
FA n G1.S n ZB n IOC n ~ o s t '  n 
ct: /irnbricctus:' 
White tips Development 
M:' o n  dorsal Fur on  Eye stripes of' rostra1 
present hairs uroparagium present shield 
Iituratu\' r1o no dense fur extending yes strong 
more than halfway 
from knee to ankle 
c l .  fcrn6nntrc~ ' no no  dense fur  usually no  o r  moderate 
extending below weak to weak 
knee, but not 
h,~lfway to ankle 
~(~m(iicr?l.o.\ yes yes dense fur  not weak moderate 
ssp.:' extending to knee to weak 
plnniroslris yes yes dense fur not weak weak 
fallax'' (some) exteriding to knee 
jnrnniccn~i.\ yes 110 dense fur  not no  or  moderate 
Ji~liglno.cr~c:' (usually) extending to knee weak to weak 
I Measured as breadth of posterior border of orbitonasal shield. 
Includes specimens from Pal-aguay and  Bolivia. 
:' I'AKAGUAY: Several localities ill eastern Paraguay. 
" BOI.IVIA: L.\P;\z: 2Okm by river N Puerto Linarcs, 6001~1 (17,LSUMZ). S.\sr-1 Citrz: 
Provincia Sara,  7km N Sanra Rosa ( 1  1,AMNH). 
:' BOLIVIA: I..\P.\/: 2Okm by river N Puerto I.inares, 6001n (23,I.SUMZ). S . ~ s r . \  (:ur./: 
I'rovincia S ~ I - a ,  7km N Santa Rosa (3,AMNH). 
Varnpyrol,~ lineatus (01 fers) 
SI>I;.(:I h'fb;:us Es:\,~r~:u~.~,.-None. 
MI...\SLJKE:ML..N 1.s - one. 
I I I KE(:oKI)s.-UOLdIVIA: SAX I .\ CULL: Santiago, 7001ri 
(Anderson et al., 1982). 
COMMI<N 1,s.-This species is a cornmon resident o f  fixests in eastern 
Paraguay. 
D~.srnodus rotundu~ (1.:. Geo ffro y) 
SI'I;.C:IMENS E~A&IINED.-BOI.IVIA: SAN I.;\ C R U ~ :  Bueriavista, 400111 
(15,FMNM). PARAGUAY: BOQUEKON: 460k1n by rd NW Villa IIayes 
(2,MVZ). C.ANINDIYU:  6.3krn by rd NE Curuguaty (~,UIMIMZ). CI.NI.K.\I.:  
4km ESE Asuncicin (1,MVZ). COKI)II.I.I~:K:\: 1.6km by rd S Tobati (9,kfVZ; 
39,UMMZ). P:\K.A(;~I.\KI : Parque Nacional Ybycui (1 ,UMM%). N~-I-\..\ 
A s L : N ( : I ~ N :  19km by rd WSW K I ~  588, Trans Chaco Highway (1,UMblZ); 
Ten ie l~ t e  Ochoa (2,CONN). PRESIIIEY I.E H.\YE.s: vicirlity of line camp, Juan  
d e  Zalazar (9,CONN); 230krn by rd NW Villa Hayes (1,MVZ); Kinccin 
Charrlia, 275km by rd NW Villa Hayes (1,MVZ); Pozo Colol-ado, 1-1.ans 
Chaco Highway Km 250 (4,AkfNH). 
M~.:~\sr~~ir~~~. :urs . -Males  (n=5): 1;A 61.2 (59.9-63.7), MC3 56.7 (34.5- 
60. I), G1.S 24.6 (23.5-25.4), C11 22.3 (21.2-23.5), ZB 12.6 (12.4-12.7), 10C 
5.5 (5.0-5.8), MW 12.9 (12.2-13.8), MM 7.1 (6.5-7.6), CC 6.2 (5.9-6..5), 
Max 3.4 (:3.3-3.8), Total 87.5 (87-88), MF 17.0 (16-18), Ear 23 (22-24). 
Females (n=3):  FA 65.8 (64.1-67.6), MCY 60.3 (59.3-61.2), G1.S 24.5 
(23.9-25.0), CR 21.5 (21.5-21.5), ZU 12.7 (12.0-13.1), IOC 5.5 (5.2-5.7), 
MW 12.9 (12.6-13.3), MM 7.0 (6.8-7.2), CC 6.2 (5.7-6.7), Max 3.5 (3.4- 
3.6), Total 90.5 (90-91), HF  18.5 (18-19), Ear 22.0 (21-23). 
LI I E R A  I U K E  RE<;OKI~S.-BOL~IVIA: T.u~IJ . \ :  Villa Ingavi [= Caixa], 6OO1n 
(Anderson et al., 1982). PARAGUAY: Royut~<ti.u : Teniente Ochoa (Wetzel 
arid Lovett, 1974). P ~ a s r n c ~  1-1: H.\ucs: .Juan de Zalazar, 2krn N Kio Verde 
(Wetzel and  Lovett, 1974). 
C ~ M ~ I L . : N I S . - T ~ ~  accounts of ranchers and our  owri observatioris of' 
bitten cattle and horses indicate these bats are common throughout the 
Chaco, and of considerable economic importance. We have observed thcrrl 
only in areas utilized by.livestock. 
Specimens fi-om eastern Paraguay average 1-2% larger in wing dirnen- 
sions than Chacoari specimens (Table :3). No sigriilicant differences were 
detected in cranial measurernetits. Specimens from eastern Sarlta Cruz, 
Bolivia, average about 2% srnaller than the Chacoan anirrlals also in wing, 
but not cranial. rneasurernents. 
iLfyoti,s nlhe.~cen.s (E. Geoffroy) 
SI>I.:~:I~IL..NS ES \~~I.~L..I) . -BOLIVIA: SAN I .\ C K L . ~ :  IOktri E (;~~tiel-~-ez, 
1.aguna Caucaya (I,I\IZ/INH); 7km N Santa liosa, Pvcia. Sara, 800111 
(1,AMNH). PAKAGUAY: BOQUEKON: 4GOkm by rd NW Villa Hayes 
(2,MVZ); (;uachalla (1,FMNH). C , \YENDIY~J :  Curuguaty (18,AMNH). 
(:I..Y I .K.\I. :  viciriity of Asunci6n (3  ,I:MNH); 17km by rd E L2uque (2,UMMZ). 
( ; I . I . \K.~:  'I'acuaral (2,FbINEI; 25,LJSNM). N~11.v.i Asuxc:~tix: .I'ellierlte 
BATS O F  r H E  CI-1.2<:0 BOKEAI 
TABLE :I 
GLS n 
Eastern Paraguay 64.4 6 
(2.50) 
Central Chaco, 62.5 7 
Paraguay (2.81) 
Santa C r u ~ ,  60.9 1 1  
Bolivia (2.27) 
P 0.039 
Ochoa (1,CONN). PRI~:SII)EN l . 1 ~  HAYES: 24km WNW Villa I-Iayes (1,UMMZ); 
Retiro Mandeyu, 20km SW Km 205, Trans Chaco Highway (2,MVZ); 
226km by rd NW Villa Hayes (47,MVZ); 230km by rd NW Villa Hayes 
(20,MVZ); Rincon Charrua, 275krn by rd NW Villa Hayes (79,MVZ); 
290km by rd NW Villa Hayes (10,MVZ); Y'LOkrri by rd NW Villa Hayes 
( 12,MVZ); Juan d e  Zalazar (8, CONS);  50km E of Km 320, Trans Chaco 
Highway (10,MVZ). 
Mrlnsu~E~k:~l-s.-Ma~es and fernales ( n =  133): FA 34.6 (32.5-37.3), MC3 
32.7 (30.5-34.7), GLS 13.7 (12.9-14.4), CB 12.8 (11.6-13.9), ZB 8.6 (7.9- 
9.1), 1OC 4.0 (3.14.4) ,  MW 7.4 (6.6-7.7), MM 5.3 (4.7-5.6), CC 3.6 (3.1- 
3.9), Max 4.9 (4.6-5.2), Total 86.4 (79-96), Tail 36.6 (2740) ,  HF 9.1 (8- 
1 I), Ear 1.5.2 (12-18). 
LITER/\ I .UK~. :  RECORDS.-BOLIVIA: 'I';\KIJ,\: 8km S arid l0km E Villa 
Montks (Anderson et al., 1982). PARAGUAY: KOQUEK~N:  Fortin 
Guachalla, Rio Pilcomayo (LaVal, 1973). 
Co~l~r~lu-rs.-The breeding biology and natural history of this species 
were discussed by Myers (1977). Females are significantly larger than males 
in several wing and cranial measurerrierlts; however-, in all cases the tlif- 
fererlces are small, and sexes were combined for the analysis of' geographic 
variation. 
Most specimens came from a restricted area in the central Chaco. Never- 
theless, significant geographic variation was noted in a few morphornetric 
variables, with Chacoan specirnens averaging 1 4 %  s~rialler thari those 
frorn eastern Paraguay (Table 4). A single specimen was available from 
eastern Santa (:I-uz, Bolivia; i t  is amorlg the largest measured. 
iblyotis nigricans (Sc hinz) 
S I ~ ~ ; . C I ~ I L N S  Exi\arrx~:u.-B0LIVIA: BENI : San Joaquin ( I  1,FMNH); 
Trinidad (2,MSU). S1i~r.i  CKIJZ: Irig. Mora (1,MSU); Warnes, 350m 
(5,FMNH); Buenavista, 400m (3,FMNH; 3,AMNH); Rio Surutu, 400m 









1': Villa Montks (1 ,AMNH).  PARA<;UAY: A~cI;\MB!\Y: 20km SW Pedro Juan 
Caballero (2,UMMZ). C,\xk:.u~)~urr: Igatimi ( I3 ,AMNH);  13.3km by r d  N 
C u r u g u a t y  (1,UMMZ). CEN 1 KAI.:  vicinity of  Asuncidn (2,USNM; 1,FMNH). 
C11.4c:o: 50km W N W  Fortin Madrejon (2,UMMZ); Agua Dulce, 170km W 
Bahia  Negra  (2,UMMZ; 2 ,AMNH);  65km by r d  N Fortin Madrejtin 
( I ,UMMZ). (:ON(:I;PC:I~N : 8k1n by r d  E Concepciciri ( I ,MVZ). COKI)II.I.I:RA: 
I .6krn by r d  S T o b a t i  (1,UMMZ; 2,MVZ). C;ur!\~li: Villarica (4,USNM). 
N~l~.v: \  A s r l ~ c : r t i ~ :  49.Cikm by r d  N Filadelfia (5,UMMZ); Teniente  Enciso 
(1 ,CONN) .  P.\I<A~;uAKI: Paraguar i  (7,USNM); Sapucay (5,USNM). PKLS- 
r n w  1.1.. H.1~r7.s: 80km W Pto. Pinasco (1,USNM); 24km WNW Villa Hayes 
(9 ,UMMZ);  Retiro Mandeyu, 20km SW Km 205, T r a n s  Chaco Highway 
(8,MVZ); 213km by r d  NW Villa Hayes (1,MVZ); 226km by r d  NW Villa 
Hayes  (32,MVZ); 230km by r d  NW Villa Hayes (I3,MVZ); Kinccin 
C h a r r u a ,  275km by I-d NW Villa Hayes (58,MVZ); 2YOkm by r d  NW Villa 
Hayes  (1 1,MVZ); 320krn by r d  NW Villa Hayes (1,MVZ); 50km E Km 320, 
l ' r a n s  Cllaco Highway (2,MVZ); 1,ine C a m p ,  Juan  d e  Zalazar (2,CONN). 
MI.:ASLIR I...LII;U rs.-Males a n d  ferrlales ( n =  110): FA 32.7 (29.8-35.8), MC3 
30.8 (28.8-34.3), GLS 13.5 (13.0-14.2), CB 12.9 (12.5-13.6), ZB 8.3 (7.8- 
8.9),  I O C  3.5 (3.3-3.8), MW 7.1 (6.7-7.5), MM 5.3 (4.9-5.7), C C  3.5 (3.2- 
3.'7), Max 5.0 (4.7-5.3), Tota l  81.8 (7 1-91), 'l'ail 33.7 ( 2 5 4 0 ) ,  H F  8.1 ((i- 
lo), Ea r  14.4 (1 1-18), 
LI  [.ERA I . I ~ K I .  KE(:OI<L)S.-BOLIVIA: SAN I.A CKLIZ: San Jose d e  Chiquitos. 
T , \ K I J A :  Villa Montks; Villa Ingavi, Caixa, 600ni (Anderson e t  al., 1982). 
PARAGUAY: BOQL:I;K~N: Teniente  Ochoa  (Wetzel a n d  L.ovett, 1974). 
Co;crvfk:~ rs.-The brccding biology a n d  natural  history of  this species 
were  discussed by Myers (1977). 
As with ILI. c~lh~scen .~ ,  significant sexual dimorphism is present but  slight, 
and t h e  sexes were conlbincd for  statistical analysis. Significant geographic 
variat ion was recorded in most dimensions ('l'able 5). I n  general t he  small- 
est  bats a r e  found  in eastcr-n Paraguay a n d  the  central Chaco. Bats from 
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Santa Cruz, Bolivia, and the northern Chaco tend to be large. Those from 
the northern Chaco also tend to be lighter in color and shorter haired than 
those from eastern Paraguay or  the central Chaco. 
~VIyotls riparius Mandley 
S l ~ t . : c ; l ~ ~ ~ ~ s  EX~\MINED.-PAKAGUAY: ROQUI~. I<~N:  Estancia Iparoma, 
19k1n N Filadelfia (1,CONN). C,\.-\c;u.-\~u: 24km NNW Carayao (2,UMMZ). 
I r.\l~u!\: vicinity of San Raf'ael (3,UMMZ). P:\u.\c;u:\ui: Sapucay (6,USNM); 
Parque Nacional Ybycui (7,UMMZ). PI<ESIDENI~E H,.\YP:~: Ketiro Mandeyu, 
20km SW of Km 205, .l'rans Chaco Highway (2,MVZ); 275km by rd NW 
Villa Hayes (1,MVZ); J u a n  de  Zalazar, approx. 4k1n E Trans Chaco High- 
way bridge (1,CONN). 
ME~ZSUKEMEN rs.-Males (n=3): FA 33.4 (32.8-34.0), MC3 3 1.6 (3 1.2- 
32.1), GLS 13.3 (13.2-13.7), CR 12.8 (12.7-13.0), ZB 8.6 (8.3-8.9), IOC 3.5 
(3.5-3.6), M W 7.1 (6.9-7.7), MM 5.6 (5.5-5.6), CC 3.6 (3.5-3.7), Max 5.0 
(4.9-5.1), Total 82, Tail 35, HF 8, Ear 15. 
Females (n=2):  FA 33.9 (33.8-39.0), MC3 32.0 (31.6-32.3), GLS 13.9 
(13.9-14.0), CB 13.3 (13.2-13.4), ZB 8.5 (8.4-8.5), 1 0 C  3.6 (3.6-3.6), MW 
7.5 (7.4-7.5), M M  5.6 (5.6-5.6), CC 3.7 (3.7-3.7), Max 5.2 (5.1-5.2), Total 
87 (86-88), Tail 38 (38-38), H F  9 (8-9), Ear 15 (14-16). 
LI rtl<,-\ ~ L U E  I<E~:~I<Ds.-PARAGUAY: PI<ISII)I-N 1.1,. HAYES: Juan de 
Zalazar, approx. 4k1n E Trans Chaco Highway bridge (Wetzel and Lovett, 
1974). 
CO.LI\IE.U 1,s.-'I'he Chacoan individuals are smaller than specimens from 
eastern Paraguay. Too few iridividuals were available, however, to permit 
statistical testing. 
Paraguayan specirnens of this species are very similar to Paraguayan M. 
nigrictcns. In general the characters given by I.aVa1 (1973) for 1M. rzparius, 
including shorter fur, broad rostrum, and tendency to develop a sagittal 
crest, separate the species; but some individuals are difficult to classify. 
Norther11 Chacoan nigrzcan.c in particular tend to resernble rzpariu.r in the 
length and texture of'their fur, though riparzus is not yet known from that 
area. 
SI>I;.~:IMINS EX.I\~IINEI).-PARAGUAY: CEN I.RAI.: 17k1n by rd E Luque 
(1,UMMZ). PKESII)ENI.E HAYES: 230k1n by rd NW Villa Hayes (4,MVZ). 
M ~ , \ s ~ r u ~ a ~ t ~ r s . - F e m a l e s  (n=4): FA 38.7 (38.4-39. I), MC3 35.2 (34.6- 
35.5), G1.S 13.9 (13.9-14.0), IOC 3.9 (3.94.0) ,  MW 8.0 (7.9-8.2), MM 5.9 
(5.8-6. l ) ,  CC 4.1 (4.04.2) ,  Max 5.3 (5.2-5.4), .170tal 97.3 (96-100), Tail 
38.5 (37-41), H F  10.0 (9-ll) ,  Ear 14.3 (13-15). 
I,I.I.ER,\ 1 . u ~ ~ :  R~c:o~l)s.-l~hese specimens and information about their- 
habitat were reported by Myers and Wetzel (1979). 'The specimen from 
eastern Paraguay (Dept. Central) was taken over a river in a very Chaco-like 
area along the Rio Salado; in Paraguay this species may be restricted to the 
basin of' the Rio Paraguay and the lower Chaco. 
S I ' E ( : I ~ ~ ~ ~ . Y S  X I I - A R I A :  J :  Yuto (17,AMNH); 
Ledesilna (1,AMNH); Santa Rirbara (1,AMNH). BOLIVIA: SAY I.;\ CKUZ: 
25km by rd W Comarapa, 2800rn (1,UMMZ); 15km E Ing. Mora, 1600- 
2000f't (3,AMNH); Santa Cruz, 416m (1,AMNH); l0krn by rd E Ing. Mora 
(10,MSU). PARAGUAY: Aivn~r s~u :  Parque Nacional Cerro Cora 
(1,UMMZ). C~\NI~:~nluri: 6.3km by rd NE Cur-uguaty (2,UMMZ); 13.3km by 
rd  N Curuguaty (1,UMMZ); C:uruguaty (1,AMNH). CES-I.K..\L: vicinity of 
Asunciciri (24,UMMZ; 43,MVZ; 2,AMNH). Cosc:~l>c:~t i~:  8km by rd E 
Concepcicin (2,MVZ). C H X C : ~ :  50km WNW Fortin Madrejcin (1,UMMZ). 
COR~)II.I.KR.I\: 1 6km by rd S 'Tobati (1,UMMZ; 1,MVZ); 12km by rd N 
Toba1.i (1,MVZ); 20km by rd N Altos (4,MVZ). G U I A R ~ :  Itape' (1,AMNH). 
I I . . - \ I~~J . \ :  8km N San Rafael (3,UMMZ). NLJI;V,\ Asrrsc:~ti~: 49.6km by rd N 
Filadelfia (1,UMMZ). P;\K:\c;~:\K~: Parque Nacional Ybycui' (1,UMMZ); 
Sapucay (1,AMNH). P ~ ~ s l n ~ : s l  b: H,\.r,b:s: Ketiro Mandeyu, 20km SW Km 
205, .Trans ChaCo Highway ( 16,MVZ); 24km WNW Villa Hayes 
(2,UMMZ); 2 13km by rd NW Villa Hayes (4,MVZ); 230km by rd NW Villa 
Hayes (1,MVZ); Rincdn Charrua, 275km by rd NW Villa Hayes ( I  1,MVZ); 
295km by rd  NW Villa Hayes (10,MVZ); 3km SE line camp, Rio Verde, 
Juan d e  Zalazar (3,CONN); Pozo Color-ado (1,AMNH). 
M~~s~~u~-b f~s \n .s . -Ma les  (n-20): FA 38.0 (35.2-39.9), MC3 :15.9 (32.1- 
37.6), GLS 14.7 (14.1-15.1), CB 14.0 (13.7-14.3), ZB 10.2 (9.8-lO.6), 10C 
3.7 (3.4-4.0), MW 8.1 (7.7-8.6), MM 6.3 (6.1-6.5), CC 4.6 (4.4-4.8), Max 
5.4 (5.1-5.7), length mandible 11.4 (10.8-1 1.7), length mandibular tooth- 
row 6.9 (6.5-7. I ) ,  l'otal 92.8 (88-%), 'l'ail 36.8 (3241) ,  HI; 9.4 (8-lo), Ear 
16.4 (13-18). 
UA 1's O F  T F I E  CHACO BORI.I:\L 2 1 
Females (n=29): FA 38.4 (36.740.5), MC3 36.8 (34.8-38.7), GLS 15.0 
(14.3-15.7), CB 14.3 (13.5-15.5), ZB 10.3 (9.9-10.7), IOC 3.9 (3.64.2), 
MW 8.3 (8.0-8.7), MM 6.4 (6.1-6.8), CC 4.6 (4.4-5.0), Max 5.4 (5.2-5.8), 
Length rnandible 11.6 ( 1  1.0-12.2), Length rnandibular toothrow 6.9 (6.7- 
7.4), .Total 97.0 (86-106), Tail 38.6 (2945),  I-IF 9.7 (8-1 I ) ,  Ear 16.2 (14- 
18). 
LI I-ERA I .UKE KE~:~IIL~s.-BOI~IVIA: S N I-:\ CKUZ: .I'amachindi, near Izozog 
(Davis, 1966 and Anderson et al., 1982). T.-\l<y:\: Villa Montks; Villa Ingavi, 
Caixa, 600m (Anderson et a]., 1982). PAKAGUAY: PKESLDEN~E HAYES: 
vicinity of line camp, liio Verde, Juan de Zalazar (Wetzel and Lovett, 1974; 
Williams, 1978). 
C ~ M M E N  1,s.-The reproductive pattern and natural history of E. Jurinalis 
were discussed by Myers (1977). '['he small Epleszcus of South America have 
been reviewed recently by Davis (1966) and Williams (1978). Davis (1966) 
included a large part of the Chaco in the range of L'. hrasdzensis a.rgentinus, 
and Massoia (1976) reported this species frorn the Chaco Austral (Argen- 
tina, Prov. Chaco); it probably also occurs in the Paraguayan Chaco. Wetzel 
and Lovett (1974) report "E. cf..fideli~" from the Paraguayan Chaco near 
Juan de Zalazar; however, Williams (1978) reexamined this specimen and 
referred it to E. JiLrinalk. E. rl~vniwutus (=E. Ji'delis, Williams, 1978) is known 
from the rainforest of southeastern Paraguay (Myers et al., in press) but so 
far has not been taken in the Chaco although both Davis (1966) and 
Williams (1978) include part or all of the Chaco within its range. 
Williams (1978) recognized the populations of furinalzs in the eastern 
Andean foothills, from Tucumgn province north to Salta and Jujuy prov- 
inces, as subspecifically distinct (E.  j: Jzndleyi Williams, 1978). According to 
Williams, these bats differ from adjacent E. J: Jurinalis in their larger size 
and lighter coloration. We compared a series of 17 Jurinalis from Jujuy 
province (referred tofindleyyi by Williams, who also noted that these spec- 
irnens tend to be smaller and darker than merrlbers of the type series) with 
large numbers ofJurznalzs from eastern and western Paraguay (referred to 
the subspecies Jurinalk by Williams). Bats f'rom eastern Paraguay tend to be 
blackish in dorsal coloration, and large (Table 6). The dorsal hairs are 
unbanded. Those from the central Chaco are lighter but highly variable in 
dorsal color (from Bone Brown to Sanford's Brown), and the dorsal hairs 
are distinctly banded with prominent light tips. These bats are slightly 
smaller in size than those from eastern Paraguay (Table 6). The specimens 
frorn Jujuy are lighter dorsally (Mummy Brown) than eastern Paraguayan 
specimens, and fall roughly in the middle of the Chacoan series in color. 
7 I hey also have strongly banded hairs. In size the Jujuy bats resemble most 
closely the eastern Paraguayan furznalzs, but all groups overlap consider- 
ably. We see no justification for recognizing the Jujuy specimens as distinct 
from central Chacoan ones. 
We also examined specimens from the vicinity of Sarlta Cruz city, Dept. 
Santa Cruz, Bolivia (4-600m) and from near Comarapa, Santa Cruz 
(2800m). The  former are similar in color to central Chacoan specimens, 
but slightly larger ('Table 6). The latter, a single specimen, is almost black 
and very large (Table 6). 
2'L MYICKS A N D  WE-I'ZEI 
TABLE 6 
GE~(;K.-~PHI(:  V.\KI.\ I ION IS Eptvvicw f r~rinalis 













Eastern Paraguay 38.3 33 1.5.1 3 1 
(0.63) (0.40) 
J U ~ U Y ,  39.6 4 14.8 4 
Argentina (2.36) (0.39) 
San t ;~  CI-LIZ, 40.1 1 5 .  (5 
Bolivia ( - 1  (0.39) 
(:o~narapa, 42.7 1 15.7 1 
Santa Cruz, ( - )  ( - )  
Bolivia 
I Measurements from Williams (1978). 
Eastern Paraguayan specimens are clearly referable to E. f. Ji~rinalis 
(Williams, 1978), and the specimen from Comarapa agrees well in size with 
the description of E. j: chaprnnni, although it is darker. The  Chacoan spec- 
imens, those from the vicinity of Santa Cruz city, and those from Prov. 
Jujuy, are  at most only weakly dif'f'ex-entiated fi-om eastern Paraguayan E. J: 
furinalis. If the specimens from Jujuy are excluded from findleyz, the sub- 
species becomes known from orlly the type series ( f o u r  specimens) and one 
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additional animal from Salta province. Clearly, additional material from 
( h e  Argentine Chaco and the Andean piedmont is required for an assess- 
ment of the status ofjindley~, as well as evaluation of patterns of geographic 
variation in more southern populations of furinalzs. 
Lasiurus borealis (Muller) 
SI'I'C:I~IENS EX-\MINED.-ARGEN'I'INA: JUJUY: Yuto (7,AMNH). 
PARAGUAY: C,\,\c;uazu: 24km NNW Carayati (1,UMMZ). C.\UF.UI)IYU: 
13.3km by rd N Curuguaty (1,UMMZ). C E N ~ R A I . :  vicinity of Asuncion 
(4,UMMZ; 16,MVZ; 1,AMNH). CLIA(:O: 50km WNW Fortin Madrejtin 
(1,AMNI-I). C~I<I)II.I .ERA: 20km by rd N Altos (1,MVZ); 12km by rd N 
Tobati  (1,MVZ). G U I A K . ~ :  Villarica (8,AMNH; 1,USNM). I r , \~~u , \ :  8km N 
San Rafael (1,UMMZ). P,\~i~ic;u,\~i: Parque Nacional Ybycui (2,UMMZ). 
PRESIUENI.E HAYES: Kinccin Charrua, 275km by rd NW Villa Hayes 
(1,MVZ). 
ME..\SUREMEN 1,s.-Male (n=  1): FA 36.6, MC3 42.0, GLS 12.0, CB 11.7, ZB 
8.5, IOC 7.3, MW 7.3, MM 5.3, CC 4.3, Max 3.9. 
Fernale (n= I) :  FA 40.7, MC3 44.5, GI,S 11.6, ZB 9. I, IOC 4.2, MW 7.7, 
MM 5.7, CC 4.7, Max 4.0, Total 108, 'rail 50, HF 10, Ear 9. 
LI I.EIII\ I .UKE RI<(:~KDS.-BOLIVIA: TAKIJA: Villa Ingavi, Caixa 600m 
(Anderson et al., 1982). 
C o ~ ~ ~ ; v r s . - C a b r e r a  (1958) assigned Paraguayan populations to the 
subspecies blo.s.sevzlli Lesson and Garnot. 
Lasi,urus cinereus Beauvois 
S I~E~: I> IENS EX,\MINEI).-PARAGUAY: KOQUEK~N:  417km by rd NW Villa 
Hayes (1,AMNH). CHACO: 50km WNW Fortin Madrejdn (3,UMMZ; 
1,AMNH); 67krn by rd N Fortin Madrejon (1,AMNH). 
M ~ . : ~ s u ~ t l ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ s . - M a l e s  (n=3): FA 5 1.2 (50.8-5 1.7), MC3 59.3 (58.3- 
60. I) ,  GLS 15.5 (15.4-15.7), CB 15.5 (15.4-15.7), ZB 11.4 (1 1.2-1 1.6), IOC 
5.4 (5.3-5.6), M W 9.7 (9.6-9.8), MM 7.7 (7.6-7.8), CC 6.5 (6.4-6.6), Max 
5.5 (5.5-5.6), Total 130.3 (129-132), Tail 55.3 (50-63), HI; 11.3 (10-12), 
Ear 15.7 (15-16). 
LI I.EKI-\ TUR1.I &:CORI)S.-BOLIVIA: T A K ~ A :  Villa Montks (Anderson et a]., 
1982). 
C ~ r ~ ~ l ~ r ~ N l ' ~ . - - ~ a b r e r a  (1958) ssigned Paraguayan populations to the 
s~tbspecies ui~~osis~ivnus (Geoffrey). 
Lusiwrus ega (Gervais) 
SPEC:IMENS EXAMINED.-ARGENTINA: JUJUY: Yuto (1,AMNH). 
BOLIVIA: SAN I.A CRUZ: Buenavista, 400m (1,FMNH). TAKIJA: Villa 
Monks  (1 ,FMNH); Caixa (1,USNM). PARAGUAY: B O Q U E K ~ N :  419km by 
r d  NW Villa Hayes (2,AMNI-I). CEN L.KAL.: vicinity of Asuncion (15,UMMZ; 
29,MVZ). CONCEP(: I~N:  8km by rd  E Concepcidn (2,MVZ). C~KL)II . I .EKA:  
20km by r d  N Altos (5,MVZ); 12km by rd N Tobati(1,MVZ). I T A P ~ ~ A :  8km 
24 MYERS A N D  LVEI'ZEI 
N San Kafael (1,UMMZ). MISIONES: 2km by rd N San Antonio (1,UMMZ). 
N u ~ v . 4  ASUN(:ION: 49.6km by rd N Filadelfia (1,UMMZ); Teniente Ochoa 
(1,CONN). PARA(;UAKI: Salto de Pirareta, l0km S Piribebuy (3,MVZ). 
PI<ESIDEN 1.1.: HAYES: Retiro Mandeyu, 20km SW of' Km 205, Trans Chaco 
Highway (5,MVZ); 107km by rd NW Villa Hayes (4,MVZ); 21 1k1n by rd 
NW Villa Hayes (1,MVZ); 2 13km by rd NW Villa Hayes (4,MVZ); 230km 
by rd NW Villa Hayes (4,MVZ); Kinccin Charrlia, 275km by rd NW Villa 
Hayes (50,MVZ); 295km by rd NW Villa Hayes (1,MVZ); 300km by rd NW 
Villa Hayes (1,MVZ); 8km N E  Juan de Zalazar (4,UMMZ); vicinity of Line 
Camp, Juan de Zalazar (1,CONN). 
M ~ . ~ s u ~ < ~ ~ ~ ~ r s . - M a l e s  (n=Y 1 ) :  FA 45.1 (42.946.9), MC3 53.2 (51.2- 
55. I) ,  GLS 15.0 (14.1-15.8), CB 14.5 (13.5-15.5), ZB 10.9 (10.2-1 1.5), IOC 
4.5 (4.1-4.9), MW 8.8 (8.2-9.6), MM 7.0 (6.5-7.5), CC 5.9 (5.4-6.2), Max 
5.1 (4.7-5.7), 'I'otal 118.3 (1 11-126), Tail 50.1 (42-58), HF 9.8 (8-1 l),  Ear 
18.7 (16-20). 
Fernales (n=32): FA 47.6 (46.348.9), MC3 55.6 (51.2-59.1), CLS 15.5 
(14.6-16.3), CK 15.0 (13.6-15.9), ZD 11.3 (10.1-12.0), IOC 4.5 (4.2-4.8), 
MW 9.1 (8.5-9.7), MM 7.4 (6.8-8.0), CC 6.3 (5.7-6.6), Max 5.5 (5.0-6.0), 
Total 126.1 (117-132), Tail 51.7 (45-55), HF 10.5 (9-Is), Ear 19.0 (17-21). 
L1.1-EKAI.IJRI. ~( :~KDs.-BOLIVIA:  TARIJ ,~ :  Cajixa [=Caixa] (Handley, 
1960). PARAGUAY: I'KESIIII<N TE HAYI,:~: Villa Montes (Handley, 1960; at 
present Villa Months is within the boundaries of' Dept. Tarija, Bolivia). 
N u e v ~  A s u ~ c r h ~ :  .l'cniente Ochoa (Wetzel and Lovett, 1974). 
COMMI$.N rs -lieproductive patterns and natural history wcre discussed 
by Myers (1977). Specimens from the Chaco tend to be smaller than those 
from eastern Paraguay, or from the eastern edge of the Andes (Caixa; 
*Table 7). Paraguayan populations were assigned to the subspecies argen- 
latu.s Thomas by Cabrcra ( 1958). 









HATS OF T H E  (;H!\CO BOKEAI. 25 
lMolossop.~ ubrasus (Temminck) 
S~~l;.c;rbrrus EX.~.LIINEL).-PARAGUAY: Cr;.u-r-~.~t.: vicinity of Asuncidn 
( I  I,UMMZ; 2,MVZ). Cox\ic:l.:~~c~Ou: 8km by rd E Concepcidn (4,MVZ). 
P~<k:s~nk:.ur~;. HAYES: 230k1n by rd NW Villa Hayes (1,MVZ); 24k1n WNW 
Villa Hayes (4,UMMZ); .3km S line camp, Juan de Zalazar (1,CONN). 
M ~ ~ . ! \ s u ~ < ~ ~ ~ ~ u - ~ ~ s . - M a l e s  (n= 1): FA 48. I ,  MC3 50.6, GI,S 20.8, CB 20.1, 
Z B  15.2, IOC 5.2, MW 15.5, MM 10.2, CC 6.6, Max 8.3, Total 116,Tail40, 
H F  13, Ear 23. 
Females (n= 1): GLS 20.4, CB 20.0, ZU 14.0, IOC 5. I ,  MW 13.7, MM 9.8, 
C(; 5.6, Max 7.8, .I'otal 129, Tail 40, HF 12, Ear 19. 
LI I.I.:K.\ I L;I<I:. h:. ..~:~I<I,S.-PARAGUAY: CI l ~ c o :  (Bertoni, 1939). 
C:o~.r~.~~rv-~.s.-Chacoan specimens agree well with the description given 
by 1-homas (19Ola) for iM. ce~ustes. Recognition of subspecies, however, 
awaits revision of the species. 
illo~o.s.so~.s plnnirostris (Peters) 
SI~I..(:IIII-YS E ~ . . \ ~ I I ~ ~ ~ . - B O L I V I A :  Bsul: San Joaqui'n ( I  ,FMNH). SAN I-.\ 
Cl<rrz: IOkln by rd E Ing. Mora (5,MSU); SE end o f  airport, Santa Cruz 
( I ,MSU). BRAZIL: M.4 ro Glcosso: Urucurn (1,FMNH). PARAGUAY: 
Ai.1.o P.\l<.\c;uizu: Fuerte Olimpo (5,AMNH); Puerto Casado (1,FMNH). 
C1:u I.I<.\I.: 5km E Asuncion (1,MVZ). C11~c:o: Agua Dulce, 170km W Bahia 
Negi-a ( I  ,UMMZ); 67krn by rd N Forli'n Madrejdrl (1,UMMZ). PRF.SII>F.X-I-F 
N.\\.b:s: 2 13k1n by rd NW Villa Hayes (1,MVZ); Retiro Mandeyu, 20km SW 
of' Kin 205, .l'rans Chaco Highway (1,MVZ); .3km S line camp, Rio Verde, 
Juan dc Zalazar (2,CONN). 
M~:..\su~<~:.br~s 1,s.-Males (n=4):  FA 3 1.9 (3 1.5-32.3), MC3 3 1.8 (24.2- 
:34.5), GI,S 15.8 (15.2-16.4), CB 15.2 (15.0-15.3), ZB 10.5 (9.6-10.6), IOC 
1 .2  (4.0-4.2), M W 10.3 (9.6-1 0.6), Max 7.4 (7.1-7.5), CC 4.7 (4.4-4.8), Max 
(5.2, Total 87, Tail 26, HF 7, Ear 15. 
Fclnales (11=5): FA 30.8 (30.2-31.4), MC3 32.9 (32.2-33.7), GLS 15.0 
(14.2-15.7), CB 14.6 (14.0-15.1), ZB 10.3 (10.1-10.7), 1OC 4.2 (4.04.3),  
M W  9.9 (9.7-10.0), MM 7.2 (7.1-7.2), CC 4.1 (4.04.2) ,  Max 5.8 (5.4-6.2), 
I 'olal 78, 'I'ail 23, HF 8, Ear 15. 
1,1 I.~.:I<.\ IYJI<I~: ~~:(;oI<I)s.-None. 
COLILIEN 1,s.-These specimens are lighter in color and smaller than M. p. 
pnrc~nlr.s from Par-i, Brazil (measurements in Thomas, 1901b). As in the case 
of lllc prec:eeding species, we prefer to delay assignment. of a subspecific 
epiillet ~11ltil a Inore comprehensive study of geographic: variation is made. 
iblolossops temminckii (Burmeister) 
S I > I . : ( : I ~ I ~ : ~ S  Es.I~~IIN~;.D.-ARGF,NTINA: J :  Yuto (16,AMNH); 
L,etlesima (1,AMNH). BOLIVIA: BICNI: San Joaquin (2,AMNH; 6,FMNH). 
S.\u I..\ C:l<ri/:: 25km by rd W Buenavista, W bank Kio Yapacani (1,UMMZ). 
T.\lly.\: 8krn S, IOkrn E Villa Montes, E: bank of' Kio  Pilcornayo (1,:lbINH). 
PARAGUAY: Bo~ub.atis : Orlof'f (:Z,FkIN H);  Pedro Peiia ( I ,C:ONN); 
460k1n by rd NW Villa Hayes (1,MVZ). C.\";I..\;I)IYI.: 6 Skm by rd N E  
Curuguaty ( I ,UMMZ). C;I;.N I-UAI.: vicinity of' i\s~~ncicin (2,MVZ; 2,U kl,\/lZ). 
CH:\(:O: 50km WNW Fortin Madrejon (5,UMMZ); Agua Dulce, 170klXl CV 
Bahia Negra (1,UMMZ; 2,AMNH; 2,CONN; 2 unci~talogued); (i7k1n by I-d 
N Fortin Madrejcin (2,AMNM); 65km by rd N Fortin Madrejcin ( I  ,CTMMZ). 
CON( :EIY: I~N:  8kn1 by rd E Conception (2,MVZ). COKI)II.I.I;K.\: 2Ok1n t ~ y  rd N 
illtos (1,MVZ). M~sro\:~.s: 4 1 km S San Ignacio (3,AklNI-I). NI I . . \ - . \  As[.\- 
C:ION: Tcniente Ochoa (1,CONN); 2.5km S of Kin 579, Trans (;hat-o High- 
way (COPAGRO) ("CONN). P;\K.\(;I:.\K~: I'arque Nacional Ybycui 
(5,UMMZ); Sapucay (2,AMNH; I0,USNM). PKLSIIIFN 11: H.\I.I:.s: 24krn 
W N W  Villa Hayes (2,MVZ); Rincon Charrua, 275k1n by 1-d NW Villa 
Hayes (1,MVZ); 290km by rd NW Villa Hayes ( 6 , O N N ) ;  295krrl by rd 
N W  Villa Hayes (14,MVZ); vicinity of Rio Verde line camp, Juan de 
Zalazar (:3:3,CONN); Pozo Colorado ( I ,AMNH). S.\x PELIKO: J u a ~ i  tie Mena 
( 1,UMMZ). 
MI.:.~sI.KI.:;LIE:N I-s.-Males (n=48):  FA 30.0 (27.8-32.8), MC3 32.1 (28.7- 
33.7), C;LS 13.3 (12.0-14.0), (;B 12.9 (12.3-13.2), ZB 9.0 (8.2-9.9), IOC 3.7 
(3.3-4. I), M W 8.5 (7.8-9.4), MM 6.5 (5.8-7. l),  CC 3.9 (3.34.2) ,  Max 5.3 
(4.7-5.8), Total 73.8 (66-79), 'l'ail 26.0 (20-33), HI; 7.6 (-5-9), Ear- 13.0 
(10-15). 
Ferriales (n=iiO): FA 29.7 (28.5-31.0), MC3 3 1.4 (30.1-:3:5.1), (;IS 12.9 
(12.1-13.(i), CB 12.5 (12.1-1:1.0), ZB 8.6 (8.1-Y.4), IOC 3.6 (3.24.1) ,  kIW 
8.1 (7.7-9.0), MM 6.2 (5.8-6.8), (:C 3.6 (3.3-3.9), Max 5.1 (4.ii-.',.Y), Total 
72.3 (61-85), -1'ail 22.9 (14-29), HF 7.5 (6-9), Ear 13.1 (10-15). 
1.1 I EK.\ I LIRI.. RE~:~K~s.-BOL,IVIA: ~ ' . ~ I < I J ; \ :  8km S and 10krn E o f  Villa 
Montes, 467m. (Anderson et al., 1982). PARAGUAY: N~. l ;v . \  hsr.~c:rou: 
l'eriiente Ochoa (Wetzel and Lovett, 1974). PI<I..SIL)~.X I.E H.\YI..S: Juan de 
Zalazar (Wetzel and Lovett, 1974). 
Coa1~1k.x 1,s.-Most individuals were caught in nets placed ovel- ponds in 
thorn scr~lb,  o r  at the edge of clearings in thorn scrub. Many were dis- 
covered roosting in roofs made of overlapping, split pal~n logs, which they 
shared with iMyo~2s al/)escens, iMyotis nzgrzcan.~, and I.:urnop.s hontlrion.sis. 
Geographic variation is striking. Individuals from localities in the 11orth- 
western Chaco are light brown (Prout's Brown) dorsally, tan ventrally, and 
small (Table 8). Specimens frorr~ the eastern Chaco arid eastel-11 Paraguay 
are  blackish dorsally and ventrally, and average 10% larger. Sa~r~ples horn 
geographically intermediate localities appear intermediate in size ant1 
color. Body size increases at the base of the Andes, with individuals from 
Beni, Santa Cruz, and Jujuy equalling or  exceeding eastern Paraguayan 
specimens in size. 
Thomas (19Ola) compared specimens of' iM. tetnrnitlckii fro111 eastern 
Paraguay with those from the type locality (Lagoa Santa, Brazil), and could 
find no differences. iM.  1. sylvia Thomas was described from Col-I-ientes, 
Argentina ('Thornas, 1924). It resembles the Chacoan populations in being 
lighter than true t~rnminckii, but it is larger in size than iL1. t .  temrninckii. The 
northern subspecies 'M. t. piwinenter (Sanborn, 1941) also is larger than ;\/l. 
t .  temmir~ckii, as is the recently described 1M. neglectus (Williams and 
TABLE 8 
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P a r a g ~ ~ a y  
Genoways, 1980). ill. ci~qi~(itorint~l~.s Cabrera is apparently highly distinctive 
ancl has recently been elevated to a new genus, CnOrerarnops (Itxinez, 1980). 
Based on  these co~npai-isons, we assign our  specirneris from eastern 
Paraguay to the nominate subspecies. Specirnerls from the northern Chaco 
a re  strongly differentiated, b ~ ~ t  appear to grade into true ~rtntr~itrckii in the 
Central Chaco, with no clear breakpoint in ~norphology separating the 
populations. 'I'herefore we do  not reco~nrrlend formal taxonorriic recogni- 
tion of' the western Chacoan populations. 
Sexual dirnorphis~n is striking, with females about 5% smaller than 
rnales. Dirnorphisrri affects skull measurements more that1 wing measure- 
rnents, and is greater for rrieasures of cranial breadth than crariial length. 
Eutnop.r cil~rzpenclulu~ (Shaw) 
SI'E(:ILI F.NS ES.\LIINI.:I).-BOLIVIA: B ~ I :  iizurita (2,FMNH); San Joaquin 
(4,FMNH). SANTX CKL~/.: lOkrn by rd  E Ing. Mora (8,MSU). PAKAGUAY: 
CEN I u.11.: vicinity of' Asuncidrl (2,MVZ). Cosc:k:~)c:~tiu: 8knl by rcl E 
Concepcitin ( 1 ,MVZ). 
M~.:.\s[:~u.\rl;.u 1-s.-None. 
LI I.L.:K.\ I [JIII; RI~.~;oIIDS.-KOI,IVIA: SAN i-:\ CRUX: IOkm by I-d E Ing. Mora 
(Anderson et al., 1982). PAIIACUAY: Cku ru.11.: Asuncitin, Kecoleta (Eger, 
1977). 
Cobra~~u I s.-Specimens from both sides of the Chaco (eastern Pat-aguay 
along the Kio Paraguay and the base of the Andes in Santa Cruz, Bolivia) 
were examined, a l t h o ~ ~ g h  so f i~r  io specirnens have actually been captured 
in the Chaco. 'l'hose from Santa C ~ L I L  are smaller than those from eastern 
Paraguay, although sarrlples arc too small to perrrlit statistical testing. The  
western pop~~la t ions  agree with the nieasurelnerits given for E. ci. c~l~r ipe t~-  
duLu.s by Eger (1977), while the eastern specirnens are E. (1. tncdor. 
Eurnof~s boriaric~n.sis (Peters) 
S I ~ I . : C I ; ~ I L N ~  EX,\~IINEI~.-BOLIVIA: B ~ I :  Sari Joaquiri ( 10,FVINH); 
Itenez, Magdaleria (6,USN M). PAKACUAY: At. 1-0 P . \ R . \ c ; ~ . \ ~ . :  Fuel-te 
Olimpo (19,AMNH). BOQUI..KON : 35krn by rd E Piladeltia (1,AMNH); lOkm 
by I-d S Filadelfia (2,fIMNH); Estancia Pirazal, 80km SW Neuland 
(1,CONN); Pedro P. Pena (1,CONN). C.m~..unruir: Curuguaty (1,AMNH). 
CI~:UI.R.\L.: vicirlity of Asur1~:idn (3,AMNH; 12,MVZ; 4,UMMZ). Cl~.\c:o: 
Agua Dulce, 17Okm W Kahia Negra (5,UMMZ); 65km by rd N Fortiri 
Madrejon (14,UMMZ; 7,AblNH). (:OU(;EIY:I~N: 8km by rd E C:or~cepcidn 
(4,MVZ). C;u~l\u.r\: Villarica (l,AMNI-I). I I - A P ~ I . ~ :  Encarnaciorl (1,MVZ). 
NuEv.-\ ASUN\ I ( ; I~N:  49.6km by rd N Filadelfia (23,UMMZ); -1'rans Chaco 
Highway, Krn 589 (6,UMMZ); 3krn SW Krn 620 Trans Chaco Highway 
(2,~~ncatalogued);  19krn by rd SW Km 588, Trans Chaco Highway 
(45,uncatalogued); Terliente Ochoa (79,CONN). P~k~slncu 1.1;. H.\v~:s: Pozo 
Colorado (2,AMNH); 24km WNW Villa Hayes (1,UMMZ); Ketiro 
Mandeyu, 2Okm SW Km 205, Trans Chaco Highway (1,MVZ); 230ktn by 
rd  NW Villa Hayes (3,MVZ); Kincon Charrua, 275km by I-cl N W  Villa 
Hayes (12,MVZ); Juan de Zalazar (1,CONN); 85k1n E Lorna Plata 
(I ,CONN).  
ME.\SUIIE.LIEN IS.-Males (n=27): FA 44.2 (4 1.9-46.2), MC3 46.0 (43.6- 
48.6), CL,S 17.5 (16.9-19.0), CB 16.5 (15.9-18.0), ZB 10.9 (10.6-1 1.6), IOC 
4.1 (3.7-4.4), MW 10.3 (9.8-1 1.2), MIM 7.7 (7.4-8.2), CC 4.3 (4.14.7), Max 
6.8 (6.5-7.3), Total 101.0 (92-1 14), Tail 35.2 (3040) ,  HF 9.7 (8-1 I ) ,  Ear 
19.9 (18-23). 
Fernales (n=40): FA 43.6 (40.245.7), MC3 45.3 (42.248.4), GLS 17.1 
(16.3-17.7), CB 16.1 (15.3-16.6), ZB 10.7 (10.2-1 1.2), IOC 4.1 (2.94.4), 
MW 10.1 (9.6-10.6), MM 7.6 (7.2-8.0), CC 4.1 (3.84.5) ,  Max 6.7 (6.4-7.1), 
I'otal 99.0 (92-1 lo), Tail 33.8 (27-39), HF 9.3 (7-lo), Ear 19.2 (18-21). 
LIL-L.:K,-\I.URE KECOKI)S.-PAKAGUAY: B ~ Q U E R O N :  Teniente Ochoa 
(Wetzel and Lovett, 1974). PKICSIDEN~E HAYES: 275km by rd NW Villa 
Hayes; 230 knl by rd NW Villa Hayes (Eger, 1977); Waikthlatingmangyalwa 
(Thomas, 190 la). 
Co.~r.~rl;.~\rs.-'l'hese are common house bats in the Chaco, where they 
usually inhabit roofs made of overlapping split palm logs along with several 
other species (see account of 1\/Iolo.s.sops ternminckii). Large numbers of these 
bats were also captured in nets set over ponds. 
Color varies geographically, with dorsal coloration tending to be lighter 
(*Mummy Brown) in the northwest Chaco, and darker (nearly black) in the 
eastern Chaco and in eastern Paraguay. A few cranial measurements also 
showed slight geographic variation (Table 9), with animals from eastern 
P a r a g ~ ~ a y  nd the central Chaco tending to be larger than those from the 
northwestern Chaco. 
Eger (1977) assigned populations from the Chaco Boreal to the sub- 
species f)c!ckeri Sanborn. 
TABLE 9 













t. rraoks d(~h/)(~t~pi I'ho111iis 
S~>~.c:~\rl;.rs Es. \ \~Iu~.I) .-C~OI.OMBIA: M.A~;I).~I.I;s.\: Magdalena River 
( I ,PANS). PAKAGUAY: PI<I.:SII)EX 1.1.. H.\\.l;s: .3km S line camp, Rio Verde, 
Juan d e  Zalazar (1,CONN); 24ktn WNW Villa Hayes (8,UMMZ). 
VEN I.:%UEL,A: Y \K \(:I:\.: 1Okm NW of Urama, Kio Yaracuy ( I  ,USNM). 
M~..\SL~RI.MEN 1s.-Males ( I I = ~ ) :  FA 78.1 (78.0-78. l ) ,  M<:3 79.2 (79.2- 
79.2), C;LS 32.1 (3  1.8-32.4), CB 3 1.6 (3 1.3-3 1.9), ZB 20.1 (19.9-20.3), 1 0 C  
6.3 (Cj.1-6.6), MW 17.1 (17.1-17.2), MM 13.7 (13.5-14.0), CC 8.7 (8.6-8.8), 
Max 13.5 (13.4-13.6), I'otal 189.7 (188-1921, Tail 63.3 (62-66), HF  18.0 
(18-18), Ear 3 1.7 (:31-32). 
Fernales (n=Y): Fr\ 78. I (78.1-78. l),  MC:3 80.5 (80.5-80.3), G I S  30.9 
( 2 9 . 7 4  1.9), <:IS 30.0 (28.4-30.9), ZB 19.7 (19.7-19.7), IOC 6.0 (5.8-6.2), 
b1W 16.8 (16.7-16.9), klb1 13.4 (1:3.1-13.61, <;C 8.3 (8.2-8.41, Max 13.0 
( 12.5-1 3.3), Total 187.5 (184-19 I ) ,  Tail 62.5 (59-66), HF 18.0 ( 1  8-18), Ear 
29.0 (28-30). 
Lr I.I.:I<.\ rr11<1: RI~.~:~RL)S.-~'I\RAGLJ/~\Y: PRESII)I:N 1-1; H \ I  P.S: 2ktn SL< of 
Misitin Inglesa (Harrison et al., 1979). 
( ; o \n r t~  I-s.--l'he specimens from near Villa I-Iayes were captured as 
they clnerged f r o ~ n  the top ol'a hollow, dead tree, approxitnately 5m above 
the ground. '1'11~ interior of the trunk was laced with interconnecting nar- 
row cracks, in which the bats appitn-ently I-oostcd. The  tree stood along a 
dirt road near a small artificial lake, surrounded by thorn fi~rest and palm 
savanna. When handled the hats emitted piercing shrieks, which we also 
heard ils 11ats foraged overhead. The  males possessed greatly enlarged 
gulal- glands, the sec:retions o f  which stained and matted thc fur of the 
neck. 
c . 1  a 11 - er,l . ( 1958) synono~nized d(~O0~nei with l.:umo~).s pe~-olls. 'l'his was con- 
tradicted by Eger (1977), who recognized ctr~h/)c.nei as a valid species, though 
expressing some doubt. Hei- phenetic analysis of'the genus Eumops (1977) 
al~ertiately linked dnt)0onpi with t)protz.s or  und(vwoodi, or  placed it as iln 
outlier to a group variously composed of'several species of'Eurno/).c. Massoia 
( 1976) described E. zl)rtletwoodi mp(lortri, with type lo<:ality ncar the type of 
N'nl)D(~tl(~i. He did not compare the new subspecies with ctnbbpt~~i, suggesting 
he was not aware oi'thitt species. We concur with Ibinez ( 1979) in consicler- 
ing E. 11. rnorlr).ni a junior synonyln of E. d(rt)bet~~i, and with Massoia (1976) 
and  Ibiifiez ( 1979) in stressing the I-elationship between d(~1)b~nei (=tt~ede?-ui) 
and urrtlrr-iuoodi. The  following features distinguish dabhenpi and 1~tld~xooodi 
from perotzs: (1) short, broad palate (vs. long and narrow); (2) shallow 
l>asisphenoid pits (vs. deep); (3) latnbdoidal crest very well developed (vs. 
moderate); (4) rlostrils not trcbula~. (vs. riasals raised in center, giving nasal 
aperature a tubulal- appearance); (5) anterior upper PI-ernolar crowdeci to 
the side ol' the toothrow (\IS. included within the toothrow and not 
cro\vded); (6) posterior loph of M:' weakly tieveloped or  absent (cor- 
respontli~lg to character states four or  five o f  character C66, Freeman, 
1981) (vs. c11a1-acter- state three moderately developed); (7) incisors ex- 
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tremely proodont (vs. rnoderately proodont); (8) molars broad due to a 
well-developed hypocone (vs. molars less broad); (9) baculurn present (vs. 
absent; Iblinez, 1979); (10) posteriorly directed bristles (vibrissae) project 
frorn rump over uropatagiu~n (vs. rump vibrissae absent); ( I  I )  ears large 
(vs. ears extremely large). 
I\lolossid systematics are unsettled (Freeman, 198 1) and choice of out- 
groups to determine the polarity of these characters is difficult. Based on 
the states of these characters in the genera Lblolo.s.sc~s, Prornops, and ~\/lolo.rsofis 
(including Cynomop.~) we estimate that characters 3, 5, 7, and 8 represent 
synapomorphies, while the remaining similarities probably either are 
plesiomorphic o r  their polarity cannot be deterrnirled at present. 
Characters 3, 5, 7, and 8 suggest that ~ir~dprwoodi and dahhenei shared a 
common ancestor Inore recently than either did with perotzs. .I-he I-esern- 
blance between the former two is strong, with the primary difference being 
size. Do both merit specific recognition? E. ur~denuoodi s known only frorn 
lMexico and Central America, south to Honduras (Eger, 1977). E. d(~h6enei 
is known from the Chaco, and from localities in northern South Arnerica 
(one specimen from Colombia, four from Venezuela, Eger, 1977; Ibinez, 
1979). No specimens have been taken in the intervening part of Central 
America. Northern underwoodi (E. u. ~or~orier~sis) are srnall, approximately 
907% the size of E. hbbenei, while southern populations (E. u. z~r~tlenuootli) 
tend to be larger, approaching 95gj the size of dabbenei (measurements of 
k:. u. underwoodi from Eger, 1977). On the other hand, a trend toward 
increasing size in the northern populations of' cluhbenei was suggested by 
Ibanez (1979) and is a reinforced by our measurements. Nevertheless, based 
on  the high degree of morphological similarity between dubhenei and 
underwoodi, we predict that populations intermediate in size will be dis- 
covered in Parlarna and Costa Iiica, and that untlemoodi will be considered 
at best a subspecies of'dabhenei. At this tirne, however, the evidence available 
is not sufficient to justifji a formal taxonomic reco~nrnendation. 
Eurr~op~ glauclnr~~ (Wagner) 
SPE(:IMENS Ex.\.LIIN~.I).-BOLIVIA: S.iu 1.1 C~cui: IOkm by rd E Ing. Mor-a 
(4,MSU). PARAGUAY: PRESIDEN I-E H.IYES: Rincdn Charrua, 275km by rd 
N W Villa Hayes (5,MVZ). 
ME; \SURE.LLE,U~S . - I \ . ~~~~S  (n=3): FA 61.6 (60.8-62.7), MC3 62.7 (61.3- 
64.0), GLS 23.8 (23.2-24.2), CB 23.5 (22.8-24.0), ZB 15.3 (15.2-15.3), IOC 
5.1 (5.0-5.2), MW 13.6 (13.4-13.8), MM 10.5 (IO.:J-10.6), (;C 6.3 (6.2-6.4), 
Max 9.9 (9.6-10.1), Total 149.0 (142-153), ra i l  51.3 (49-53), H F  14.0 
(14-14), Ear 28.0 (28-29). 
Females (n=2): FA 60.1 (59.8-60.4), MC3 62.5 (62.2-62.7), GLS 23.2 
(23.1-23.3), CB 22.7 (22.5-22.9), ZB 14.8 (14.8-14.8), IOC 5.3 (5.2-3.4), 
M W  13.2 (13.0-13.3), MM 10.3 (10.2-10.4), C<: 6.0 (6.0-6.1), LMax 9.9 
(9.9-9.9), Total 144.0 (142-146), Tail 51.0 (50-52), H F  13.5 (13-14), Ear 
27.0 (26-28). 
1~ I 1..12.\ 1 L.I<I.. lb..c:o11ns.-BOI.lVl,4: SIN I . \  C;I<L~L: IOkrn by I-d E Ing. Mora 
(Anderson  e t  al., 1982). I'ARA(;UAY: P~~:slnu:u 1.1,: 1-1.\\,1:s: 275k1n by rd NW 
Villa I--layes (l;,ger, 1977). 
( I ;~ \ ILIF .N I-s.-Specimens f'rom the  lower Chaco a rc  si~nilal- in s i x  and  
color  to  those f rom Santa C ~ L I Z ,  Bolivia. 
Eger  (1977) assigned populations 1'1-om the  (;haco Boreal to the  nom- 
inate  subspecies. 
Eurrrops p~rot7.r (Schinz) 
SI~I. .~:I\II<SS EX.\~IISF.I).-AKC;EN'I'INA: J J :  Yuto (1 ,AMNH).  
BOLIVIA:  131..sr : Sari Joaquin (15,FMN I-I). PAIIAGUAY: CH.U;O: Agua 
Dulcc,  170k1n W Bahh Negra (1,UMMZ; 2,AMNI-I); (57k1n by I-d N Fortin 
M, CIC 1 -  le jon . '  (1,UMMZ). SAS 1'~l)ao: J u a n  d e  Merla (1,UMMZ). 
Ml; . \srr l<~,: \~l .~ I s.-Males (n=3) :  FA 8 1.6 (80.5-83.2), MC3 S3.O (82.5- 
83.3),  (;IS 32.2 (3  1.5-Y2.8), (:B 31.1 (31.0-31.3), ZB 19.3 (19.1-19.6), IOC: 
5.4 (5.:3-5.5), IMW 15.9 (15.7-16.2), MM 13.2 (12.7-13.4), (:C 8.8 (8.7-8.9), 
Max 13.2 (13.0-1:3.:3), Tota l  178.0 (17 1-185), 'Tail 39.5 (59-60), I I F  17.0 
(16-18). 
Females ( n =  I): FA 79.8, MC3 80.2, GI,S 31.2, CB 30.1, ZR 18.7, I O C  
5.:3, M W  15.2, M M  13.3, C:C 8.8, Max 13.2. 
L A  I , I I < . \  I rTal; I<P:~:OI<I)S.-PARA(;UAY: B o ~ r : ~ : ~ < t i s :  Filadelfia (Eger,  1977). 
C o ~ ~ l . l 1 - ~  I-s. Par-aguayari individuals of  this species average approx- 
imately 105T larger- L ~ ; L I I  i ~ ld i \~ idu i~ l s  of  I:'. p. ~ ( ~ l i f o m i r u . ~  h o ~ n  North a n d  
Cellti-a1 A~neric; i  (see rneasurelnents in Eger,  1977), paralleling the  val-ia- 
tion seen in  E. cLaO/wn~i/E. ~ ~ n d ~ n o o o d i .  I n  general the nor thern  Chacoan 
specimens  were slightly I ~ I - g e r  than those horn Beni, but s~riall sarnples 
pi-ecluded statistical comparison.  
Egel- (1977) assigrletl populations frorn the  Chaco B ~ I - e a l  to the  Ilom- 
inate  subspecies. 
S~~l.:c:lall;~s Ex.-\~IIs\~~D.-AKGEN~I'INA: C13.\c:o: Barranqueras ( 1,KOM). 
Jc:jr'v: Yuto (3 ,AMNH).  S.il.1 .I: Cerillos (1,ROM). T[.c:r.\r.\u: Monteagudo 
(2,l iOM). I'ARAGUAY: C F . ~  1.lt.11.: Asuncitin (1,UMMZ). GL.I.-\I<.~: Villarica 
( 1 , A M N  H). I I- \ 1 1 i l . \ :  Er~carnacit ir~ (3,MVZ). 
M~;..As~:RE\II.v I s.-None. 
I .I I,EI<..\ I -LIRE KL..(:~RI)S .-None. 
(:o\r\r~..s r .-T. brasiliensk almost certainly occurs in the  Paraguayan o r  
13oli\rian Chaco, though we know o f  n o  records. Specimens a re  available 
fi-om Asuncidn (on the  east bank of' the  Rio Paraguay), Sr-om the  Chaco 
Cen t ra l  inl~nediately south  of  the  Rio Pilcomayo in Prov. Formosa, 
Argent ina  (Bar-quez a n d  Ojeda,  1975), a n d  from the  western border  of  the  
C h ; ~ c o  a t  Yuto, Prov. Jujuy, Argentina. 
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Tadarida laticnuda~a (Geoffroy) 
SI>I-CIMI.:NS EX,ILIINLI).-BOLIVIA: BENI:  Magdalena (13,AMNH). TARIJA: 
8km S, l0km E Villa Montes, E bank of Rio Pilcomayo, 467m (1,AMNH). 
PARAGUAY: CENTU.AI.: vicinity ofAsunci6n (20,AMNH; 2,ROM). CI-IACO: 
50km WNW For th  Madrej6n (5,UMMZ; 2,AMNH). COKDII.I.ERA: 1.6km by 
rd S Tobati(l3,UMMZ); 2km by rd S Tobati(4,MVZ). PAUAGUAK~: Parque 
Nacional Ybycui (1,UMMZ). 
MEASUUF.MIII;N 1-s.-Males (n=4):  FA 45.1 (44.845.4),  MC3 45.1 (44.1- 
46.1), GLS 18.0 (17.7-18.3), CB 16.8 (16.5-17.0), ZB 10.3 (10.0-10.4), IOC 
3.6 (3.5-3.6), MW 10.0 (9.8-10.0), MM 7.5 (7.2-7.6), CC 4.1 (3.94.1) ,  Max 
6.8 (6.5-7.0), Total 106.5 (102-1 13), Tail 39.3 (3742) ,  HF 9.5 (9-IO), Ear 
19.8 (19-21). 
Females (n- 1 ): FA 45.1, MC:3 45.2, GLS 17.5, CK 16.4, ZB 9.9, IOC 3.6, 
MW 9.9, MM 7.2, CC 3.7, Max 6.6, Total 100, Tail 35, HF 10, Ear 20. 
I.I,:I(AI.UIIE ~COUI)S.-BOLIVIA: TAKIJA:  8km S and l0km E Villa 
Montes (Anderson et a]., 1982). 
C O M M E N T S . - C ~ ~ C O ~ ~  specimens are strikingly smaller and lighter than 
those from eastern Paraguay, but slightly larger than specimens from Beni 
(Table 10). Males average 2 4 %  larger than females in most dimensions. 
TABLE 10 
GI 'O~ ;K~\ I>~I I~ :  VAKII\  1.10~ II\' ?~[L(LTZ(~L laticaudata 









Eastet-11 Paraguay 45.4 5 18.1 17 10.4 16 6.9 18 
(1.15) (0.35) (0.13) (0.17) 
Not-thern C:haco, 4.5.1 1 17.5 1 9.9 1 6.6 1 
Paraguay ( - )  ( - )  ( - )  ( - )  
Ueni, - 0 16.4 1 9.8 2 6.4 3 
Bolivia ( - 1  ( - 1  (0.07) (0.15) 
P 0.84 0.0005 0.000 1 0.00 1 
Speci~nerls fr-orn eastern Paraguay may be referred to the nonlinate sub- - .  
species, while the srnall northern Chacoan populations arc probably 7'. 1. 
e u r o p ~  (Allen) (Silva-Taboada and Koopman, 1964). 
, . I ntlarida nzacroti~ (Gray) 
SI~E(:I.LII.NS ES,-\AIIX\IEI).-PARAGUAY: A1.r.o P.\u.ic;~l:\~: Fuerte Olimpo 
( 1,AMNH). 
MI.::\sLJI<I;.~II~N rs.-None. 
LI I.I~:K;\ I.IJKI~: b;c:our>s.-None. 
CO&I,LIEN rs.-A single specirnen, a juvenile with a partially disarticulated 
skull, is known frorn the Chaco. 
SI'I.(:I.LIENS Es,\,\.~IxI;I).-PARAGUAY: CI;N TKAI.: vicinity of  Asurlcitirl 
(6,UMMZ; 4,MVZ). CONC:EP(:I~N: 8km by rd E Concepcitin (1,MVZ). 
CC)KI)II.I.I.IL\: 20km by rd N Altos (2,MVZ). Gu~,\u:i: Villarica (1,USNM). 
P.IR~\(;UAI<I: Sapucay (3,USNM). PUESII)F,N TE HAYES: Rinccjn Charrua, 
275km by rd NW Villa Hayes (1,MVZ). 
Mr, \suu~<~r;u 1s.-Fernale (n= 1): FA 51.7, MCS 54.9, GI,S 19.1, CB 18.2, 
ZB 12.5, IOC 4. I, M W 1 1.7, MM 8.9, CC 5. I ,  lMax 7.4, 'I'otal 124, 'l'ail 47, 
MF 11, Ear 18. 
LI I.I.:K,-\ I LIIX KE(:oKL)s.-None. 
COMMEN ~ . ~ . - ' r h ~ m a ~  (1915) named P. occu1tu.c from eastern Paraguay. 
We follow Handley (1960) in referring occz~llus to subspecific status under 
centralis. T h e  Chacoan specirnen is indistinguishable from those f-rorn 
eastern Paraguay. 
Promops nt~sutus (Spix) 
SPE(:IMENS EX;\,LIINI;I).-ARGENTINA: J U J L Y :  Yuto (4,XMNH). 
PARAGUAY: C~r,\c:o: Agua Dulce, 170km W Bahia Negra (1,UMMZ). 
GUIAK;~:  Itape' (3,USNM); Villarica (3,USNM). N u s v ~  A S U N ( : I ~ N :  49.6km 
by rd N Filadelfia (1,UMMZ); Teniente Ochoa (1 ,CONN; 1,USNM); 19km 
by rd WSW Km 588, -Trans Chaco Highway ( I ,UMMZ). P:\K.\(;u.\u~ : 
Sapucay (9,USNM). 
ME.~\SURI.:MEN 1,s.-Male (n=  1):  (;LS 17.3, CB 16.0, ZB 11.2, 10C  3.9, MW 
10.6, MM 7.9, CC 4.2, Max 6.7. 
Females (n='L): FA 49.3 (49.249.3), MC3 52.2 (52.0-52.4), GL,S 17.6 
(17.4-17.8), CI3 16.4 (16.1-16.6), %B 11.0 (10.9-1 1.1), IOC 4.1 (3.94.2), 
NIW 11.1 (10.7-1 1.4), MM 7.8 (7.7-7.9), CC 4.2 (4.14.3), Max 6.7 (6.6- 
6.7), l'otal 124.0 (122-126), Tail 45.0 (4149) ,  HF 9.5 (9-lo), Ear 13.5 
(13-14). 
LI I r..u.\ r[iKt.: KF.~:~RD~.-PARAGUAY: BOQUERON : (now Nueva Asuncitin): 
'reniente Ochoa (Wetzel and I.ovett, 1974). "Chaco" (Bertoni, 1939). 
coh~b.r~~-rs.-Thornas (190la) described a small species, P. fosteri, fr-om 
Villa Kica, eastern Paraguay, and later (1915) named a larger species, P. 
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occultus, from the same locality. In 1915 he also named P. ancilla, a small 
species (slightly smaller than P. fosteri) from Prov. Salta, in the Argentine 
Chaco. He distinguished P. ancilla from P. fosteri by its size, lighter color 
and less inflated braincase. Are Chacoan P. an,cilla and eastern Paraguayan 
P. fosteri conspecific? The  size and color differences described by Thomas 
( 190 1 a, 19 15), and confirmed by our comparison of Chacoan and eastern 
Paraguayan material, parallel changes occurring among eastern and 
Chacoan species of other rnolossid bats reported above, and indeed seem to 
be less extreme (judging by the measurements given by Thomas) than 
those among populations of, for example, Molossops temminckii. It is difficult 
to assess the systematic importance of the degree of swelling of the brain- 
case. Certainly, within a series of P. centralis occultus from eastern Paraguay 
considerable variation in swelling appears to be present. We strongly 
suspect that eastern Paraguayan populations of P. fosteri will prove con- 
specific with P. ancilla, which is usually regarded as representing a sub- 
species of P. nasutus (e.g., Genoways and Williams, 1979). With further 
study ccncilla and Josteri both may prove to be junior synonyms of P. n. 
n u s r ~ l ~ ~ s  (type locality Rio S io  Francisco, eastern Brazil). 
Mo1o.au.s ater E.  Geoffrey 
SI'E(:I.LIF.NS ES.-\MINEU.-BOLIVIA: BENI:  San Joaquin (8,FMNH). SANI.A 
Crtr~z: Buenavista (1,FMNH). BRAZIL: M~1.o  G~osso:  Descalvados, Rio 
Paraguay (1,USNM; 5,FMNH); 284km by rd N Xavantina (18,USNM). 
Mlu;\s Gea..\rs: Smi NE Viscosa (10,USNM). PARAGUAY: A1.1.o PARAGUAY: 
Fuerte Olirnpo (2,AMNH). C E N ~ K A L . :  vicinity of Asuncicin (28,UMMZ; 
1,MVZ; 1,CONN). C o ~ c ~ r c ~ O u :  8km by rd E Concepcicin (6,MVZ). 
C ~ I ~ ) I I . ~ . E R , \ :  20km by rd N Altos (1,MVZ). GUIARA: Villarica (2,USNM). 
M r s r o ~ ~ s :  2.7km by rd N San Antonio (1,UMMZ). PARA(;UARI: Sapucay 
(8,USNM); Salto de  I'iraretd, l0km S Piribebuy (3,MVZ). PKESIUEN I-E 
H.\YEs: Retiro Mandeyu, 20km SW of Km 205 on 'l'rans Chaco Highway 
(2,MVZ); 230km by rd NW Villa Hayes (3,MVZ); :320km by rd NW Villa 
Hayes (1 ,MVZ); .3km S line camp, Kio Verde, Juan de Zalazar (5,CONN). 
MEASURI~:MI.NI~S.-M~I~S (n=4): FA 49.7 (48.0-51.5), MC3 50.7 (49.0- 
52.6), GLS 22.2 (21.2-23.3), CB 20.1 (19.1-21.0), ZB 14.2 (13.4-15.2), IOC 
4.4 (4.1-4.(i), MW 13.7 (12.8-14.4), MM 9.9 (9.2-10.2), CC 6.2 (5.9-6.4), 
Max 8.4 (8.2-8.7), Total 130.3 (128-132), .Tail 44.0 (4047) ,  HF 14.3 (13- 
15), Ear 19.0 (18-20). 
Females (n=:3): FA 47.8 (45.2-50.0), MC3 49.5 (46.6-51.3), GI,S 20.7 
(19.9-21.3), CB 19.0 (18.3-19.7), ZB 13.4 (12.9-14.0), IOC 4.3 (4.24.3), 
M W  12.9 (12.1-13.4), MM 9.5 (9.2-9.9), CC 5.6 (5.2-6.0), Max 8.0 (7.8- 
8.2), .170tal 123.5 (121-126), Tail 40.5 (3942) ,  HF 12.0 (11-13), Ear 19.0 
( 1 8-20). 
Lr I.I.:I<.\ I.UI<I,: k:.c:ouos.-PAKAGUAY: P:\K.A(;IJAKI : Sapucay. Cr;i.-\u,i: 
Villarica (Miller, 19 13b). 
( ;~SISI I . .N  ~.s.-Roosts were discovered in the space between corrugated 
iron roofing and its wooden backing, and in cracks and small hollows in 
:\ 6 ,LI\IJElIS A N D  Wk. TZLL 
No evidence of differentiation o f  Chacoan populations compared to 
populations in the eastern region was noted, but few specimens from the 
Chaco were available. Paraguayan specimens are considerably larger than 
those from Reni. l h e y  agree well in size with animals from Mato Grosso 
and Minas Ger-ais, but tend to be dark brown in contrast to black (Minas 
Gerais) o r  brownish black or  black (northern Mato Grosso). Sexual di- 
morphism is pronounced, with females about 6% smaller than niales in 
most dimensions. The  systematics of large Mo1o.s.r~~ in South America are 
poorly understood; we follow Goodwin ( 1960), 1-1 usson ( 1 962), and 
Koop~narl (1978) in applying the specific name nter to this bat. 
iMo1o.ssu.s mo1oau.s (Pallas) 
SI~ECIMENS Ex~\~IIuED.-AKGEN.~INA: Ju j r ;~ :  Yuto (2,AblNH). 
BOLIVIA: BENI:  San Joaquin (l0,FMNH); Itenez, Magdalena (28,USNM); 
Turnapasa (2,USNM); Huachi ( I ,USNM); Vacadias, Ribel-alta ( I ,USNM); 
Kurrenebaque (1 ,USNM). SAN-~.\ CKLY: Buenavista ( 12,I:MN H); l0km E 
Ing. Mora (20,MSU). BRAZIL: MA ~ , o  Gl<osso: 264km by rd N Xavantina 
(1,USNM). MIN.AS GEK.AIS: 3mi ESE Sete Lagoas (5,USNM). PARAGUAY: 
A L I . ~  P,\K~\C;[JAY: Fuerte Olimpo (2,AMNH). BOQI:I<KOU: 4 19km by rd NW 
Villa Hayes (6,AMNH); Pedro P. Pena (4,CONN). ( : i \ ~ * l t ; u ~ ) ~ ~ r ~ :  Igatimi 
(2,AMNH); 13.3km by rd N Curuguaty (4,UMMZ). CENIRAI.: vicinity of 
Asuncion (1,USNM; 7,UMMZ; 2,MVZ). CH:\C:O: Agua Dulce, 170km W 
Bahia Negra (13,UMMZ; 6,AMNH); 50km WNW Fortin Madrejon 
(1,UMMZ); 65km by rd N Fortin Madrejdn (3,UMMZ); 67km by rd N 
Fortin Madrejdn ( 10,UMMZ); 49.6km by rd N Filadelfia ( I7,UMMZ). 
GuI:\I<~\: Tacuaral (9,USNM); Villarica (4,USNM; 2,AMNH). P.-\R;\CU;\I<I: 
Yaguaron (1,AMNH). PKESII)F .NI~ HAYES: 220km by rd NW Villa Hayes 
(1,MVZ); 230km by rd NW Villa Hayes (1,MVZ); Rincori Charrua, 275krn 
by r d  NW Villa Hayes (7,MVZ); 290km by rd NW Villa Hayes (10,CONN); 
.3km S line camp, Kio Verde, Juan de  Zalazar (1,CONN); Orloff 
(1,FMNH); Pozo Colorado, Trans Chaco Highway Km 250 (9,AMNH). 
MI'.~\SUKEMEN rs.-Males (n=24): FA 39.1 (36.240.  I ) ,  MC3 40.9 (39.0- 
42.9), GLS 16.8 (16.4-17.6), CB 15.4 (15.0-16.1), ZB 10.8 (10.2-1 1.5), IOC 
3.7 (3.5-3.9), MW 10.5 (10.0-11.2), MM 7.8 (7.6-8.2), CC 4.4 (4.24.6), 
Max 6.3 (6.2-6.5), Total 101.8 (96-1 lo), Tail 34.7 (2941) ,  HI; 9.3 (7-lo), 
Ear 13.0 ( 1  1-14). 
Fernales (n=47): FA 38.7 (34.3112.1), MC3 40.9 (38.544.3), GLS 16.1 
(15.2-17.5), CB 14.8 (14.1-16.0), ZB 10.3 (9.7-11.2), IOC: 3.6 (3.3-3.9), 
MW 10.0 (9.6-10.9), MM 7.5 (6.8-8.5), CC 4.2 (3.8-5.0), Max 6.1 (5.8-6.8), 
Total 97.5 (90-106), Tail 35.4 (31-39), HF 9.0 (7-1 l) ,  Ear 12.8 (12-14). 
LI TI<RI\ I.UKE RE(:OKDS.-BOLIVIA: ' r . 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ :  Villa Ingavi, Caixa (Anderson 
et  al., 1982). PARAGUAY: G~lr\K.i: Villarica; 'I'acuaral (Miller, 1913b). 
NUEVA SUNCION: Teniente Ochoa (Wetzel and Lovett, 1974: IM. major 
crussicaudutus). 
C o ~ ~ e ~ - r s . - W e  follow Husson (1962) in use of the name iMolossus 
molossus for this species. 
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Several roosts were discovered in the roofs of buildings, where bats oc- 
curred either solitarily or in small groups. Most individuals, however, were 
captured in mist nets set over small ponds. 
Specimens from the northern Chaco tend to be lighter in dorsal color 
(Prout's Brown) than those from eastern Paraguay (Mummy Brown). With- 
in Paraguay, geographic variation in size is slight (Table 11). Specimens 
from the western border of the Chaco in Santa Cruz, Bolivia, and to the 
north in Beni, Bolivia, tend to be 3 4 %  larger than those from the 
Paraguayan Chaco. Sexual dimorphism is pronounced, with females av- 
eraging 5% smaller than males in most dimensions. 
TABLE 1 1  
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liecent papers on Chacoan zoogeography outline often conflicting pat- 
terns of' endernism and phyletic relationship. In the most detailed st~tdy et 
published, Short (1975) emphasized the low endemicity of the Chacoan 
avifauria, as well as the terltlency for species of birds that occur in the Chaco 
to be widely distributed over South America. Strongly repeated patterns of 
phyletic relationships of Chacoan bird species to those of other areas were 
generally lacking, with the weak exception of the arid Caatinga region o E  
Brazil (Short, 1975; Fitzpatrick, 1980). In contrast, Gallardo (1979) showed 
substantial endemism arnong the amphibian fauna of the Chaco, with an 
often-repeated pattern of sister group relationships between species 
endemic to the Chaco and those occurring to the east of the Ki'o Parani. 
Gallardo (1979) cliscovered a sirnilar pattern for snakes, but i t1  contrast, he 
found that Chacoan lizard species gerierally were most closely related to 
species in the Andean foothills and Patagoriia. Myers (in press) reported 
that the rodent fauna of the Paraguayan Chaco differs sharply frorn that of 
Paraguay's eastern region, and contains a substantial nutnl~er of endemics. 
In general Chacoan roder~t  species appear rnost closely related to members 
of faunas in the Andes and to the south, I-ather than to Arnazorlian 01- 
eastern Paraguayan and Brazilian forms. 
'l'he Chaco Boreal lacks endernic species of bats. Further, most of'its bat 
species have very broad distributions over South America. T o  documerit 
this pattern we compiled Table 12, which lists the bat species known frorri 
each of eight Faunas in South America. I'hese faunas were chosen on the 
basis of their representing diverse geographical and ecological regions of 
South America, and of' the availability of published accounts of' species 
occurring i l l  each area. Detailed faunal comparisons arc difficult to make at 
this time because of nurnerous disagreerrients arnong authorities about the 
nomenclature used t o r -  many groups of' South Arnerican bats, arid 'I'able 1'2 
~ ~ n d o u b t e d l y  is marred by cluplications and orriissions. Nevertheless, we 
believe that the general pattern presented therein pr-obal~ly portrays with 
reasonable accuracy the zoogeographic affi~iities of the Chaco's c-hirop- 
terari k ~ r ~ n a .  
Of  the 37 Chacoan species iricluded in Table 12, six occ:~lr in each of the 
eight t lunas listed, and 10 additional species occur in every fauna except 
that of' Uruguay. Thus, nearly hall' of the Chacoari bat species have a 
documented range crossing the northern two-thirds o f  the continent. Of 
the remaining 2 1 species, two are known to occur in every fauna except 
that o f  Venezuela. I n  addition, based o n  their distributions, we believe 14 
more species will prove to range widely and perhaps corltirirtously over 
much of the area cover-ed by these surveys, except probably UI-uguay 
(iVoctilio al(,iuentri.s, Tonaticl Oirlens, Phyl1o.ctotnu.s discolor, Ch t -o top t~r~~ .~  ( L I L ~ L ~ I L . ~ ,  
LVlyotk c~lO~~.scens, ,Vlyot& riparzus, Ln.sir~ru.t cir~ere~w, lLlolos.sopv n1)rn.s us, 7j~cla ri(k1 
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co~~t r (~ l i . s ,  and I'rorn~/).s r ~ ( ~ . s u t ~ ~ . s ) .  Only one Chacoan species (Eumo/).s dahbetzei) 
is restricted to a single fauna besides the Chaco; in this case, however, 
additional records are from Venezuela and Colombia (including both dl-y 
and  moist regions), suggesting that the lack of records in intervening areas 
[nay l ~ e  due  to low population levels o r  difficulty of' capture, rather than 
I-estl-ictetf geographical or- ecological distribution. 
T o  further demonstrate the cosmopolitan nature of the bat fauna of the 
C:haco Boreal, we plotted fr-equency distributions of' the number of bat 
species occurring it1 all eight regions, in seven regions, six, five, etc. This 
was done for all species irr  Table 12, and then separately for Chacoan 
species (Fig. 2). The  tendency for Chacoan species to be widely distributed 
is striking. Finally, Si~npso~i's indices of faunal relationship (Simpson, 
1968) were calculated for the Chacoan launa with each of the other faunas. 
'I'hey are giver1 in the firial I-ow of l'able 12. No strong pattern is evident; 
the (:liacoan Gluna rese~nbles most of the others at about the sarne level, 
it-respective of geographic proximity o r  ecological similarity. 
Thus,  the chiropteran fauna of'the Chaco resetnbles the avifauna in its 
low rate of' endetnicity, and lack of special relationships to faunas in other 
parts o f  South America. Birds and bats stand sharply in contrast to rodents, 
squatnates, and amphibians, all oP which show relatively high rates of 
endctnicity and distinctive patterns oP phyletic relationships to populatio~ls 
in other areas (Short, 1975; (;allardo, 1979; Fitzpatrick, 1980; Myers, in 
Number of regions in which a species occurs 
I:[(.. 2. His~ogram of I I I ~  11umher of t,;rt species occurrirlg i ~ r  a l l  cigllt regions o f  1 able 12, 
sevetl regions, six, ctc. 
press). .These general patterns may be the result of'the generally increased 
vagility of volant, in contrast to terrestrial, vertebrates. 
-1'he unique composition of the Chacoan bat fauria appears to result 
frorn the deletion of species from neighboring Ii~unas, rather than from 
the differentiation or  incorporation of new elements. Why do  fewer species 
of bats inhabit the Chaco? Myers (in press) suggested that the reason lies in 
an  hypothesized increased seasonality in the availability to frugivores of 
fruiting and flowering trees in the Chaco, compared to surrounding areas. 
Increased seasonality results frorn the interaction of poor soils, a severe 
flooding/drying cycle, and consequent reduced diversity of plant species. It 
affects most strongly species that depend for their existence on a continual 
supply of' fruiting o r  flowering trees. Frugivorous bats are conspicuously 
absent in rnost parts of the Chaco, with all present records either from 
comparatively mesic areas along the Rio Paraguay, or  from that time of 
year (late winter, August) when many trees are in flower. In contrast, 
resident populations of insectivorous, piscivorous, carnivorous, and 
sanguinivorous species probably are found throughout the Chaco Boreal. 
Despite the lack of endemic species, members of the Chacoan bat fi~una 
are  often differentiated morphologically frorn contiguous, conspecific 
populations on  all sides of the Chaco. Not surprisingly in an arid environ- 
ment, rnany species are lighter in color; these include iVoctilio nlbivcxtrk, 
~Myotis nigrzcans, Epte.sicu.s furinalls, illolos.sops planirostrzs, iMo1o.s.sop.s temrni,nckii, 
Eurnops bonariensls, 7'cldaricia latica.uclc~tc~, Promops nnsutus, and iMolossus 
rno1o.s.su.s. Bats of many species also tend to be stnaller in the Chaco than in 
surrounding areas (Tables 1-1 1). We were able to compare statistically 
several measures of body size in Chacoan and extra-Chacoan populations 
of' 10 species. Of these, six species clearly were s~naller in the Chaco than in 
neighboring regions (N. albiventrls, E. Ji~rinnlis, Desrnod~~s rotunclus, Lr~ssiuru.~ 
ega, ~ l l .  temrnlnckli, and 7'. latica,udata). Populations of only one species ('M. 
n~gricuns) appeared to be larger in the Chaco; Chacoan populations of 
three species (E. bunarien.sis, iM. rnolossus, and ~Myotis a1Descen.s) changed very 
slightly o r  not at all. Thus, rnost species exhibited sirnilar patterns of geo- 
graphic variation in body size: populations frorn the eastern Chaco gen- 
ex-ally resembled those from eastern Paraguay, while those from the arid 
and  western Chaco were quite small. These changes took place gradually 
across the Central Chaco. Average size increased over relatively lesser dis- 
tances, however, in populations of bats Srom near the base of the Andes. 
Bats from the Andean piedmont also tended to be darker, often resem- 
bling eastern Paraguayan specimens in both size and color. 
Why are most bat species srnaller in the arid Chaco than in surrounding, 
rnore mesic, regions? ~McNab (197 1) reviewed explanations of geographic 
(especially latitudinal) trends in body size. He stressed the importance to 
hurlters of the size of food particles, and of competition by other species. 
For the Chaco, no infor-mation is available concerning geographic variation 
in food particle size. For any hat species the number and identity of com- 
petitors for nocturnal flying insects are probably similar in the arid Chaco 
and  surrounding mesic regions. If anything, fewer species of bats are 
present in the Chaco, which, according to McNab, should lead to increased, 
rather than decreased, body size in Chacoan bats. 
MacMillen and Hinds (in press) documented an inverse relationship 
between body size and efficiency of water use in heteromyid rodents. They 
hypothesized that the pattern was due to the steeper negative slope of the 
curve of weight-specific lnetabolic water gain vs. body weight, co~npared to 
weight-specific respiratory water loss vs. body weight. Because of their 
dil'ferent slopes the two curves intersect at some body weight, below which 
point metat~olic water gain exceeds respiratory water- loss. 'The smaller the 
animal, the grcater the difference between the curves and the more water 
available. Those species of bats with smaller body size in the Chaco, how- 
ever, are primarily insectivorous. Whether- the relationship documented by 
MacMillen and Hinds for heteromyids applies to species that rely heavily 
o n  protein in their energy metabolism is not clear. 
How thorough is our  sampling of the C:hacoan bat fauna? The  area 
collected most intensively within the Chaco lies betwecn kilometers 200 and 
320 on the Trans Chaco Highway, in the area referred to as Central Chaco 
in o u r  analyses of geographic variation. Within this region Myers devoted 
over l iO nights to the collection of bats. Most collecting was by means of mist 
nets, and  a large number of ;Myoti.s and many molossids were taken frorrl 
roosts. Collecting took place over 18 months and included some ef'brt in all - 
seasons. T o  estimate the effectiveness of sampling we plotted the cumula- 
tive number of' species captured as a function of' "collecting nights" (i.e., 
nights during which bats were collected, by any means; Fig. 3). We made no 
attempt to estimate the intensity of effort tor each night; our  point is that 
over the more than 60 nights, considerable sampling was done. We also 
estimated the total number of species believed to occur in the Central 
Chaco, based on  captures in the Central Chaco during and after the sam- - 
piing period, and on records from surrounding parts of' the Chaco. 
We captured only 20 o f  the estimated 29 species occurring in the Central 
Chaco, and new species continued to be taken throughout the period (Fig. 
3). -1'he species not collected during the sampling period include Chrotop- 
ter1l.v n~lrit.u,.s, Tonut ia bidens, Lu.siuru.s cinc~reus, Eumops dnhhenei, Eumops perotis, 
* 
l udnrichz lnticwudata, Tudurida br~~slsilzen.sis, Prornops nasutus, and Promops oc- 
cu1lu.s. Some species (Ch7-otoptenl.v, Ton,atia, Eumops (Lubbenei) were un- 
common wherever found in Paraguay. T h e  others tended to be common 
locally, but distributed patchily. 
Because of the difficulty in obtaining relatively complete local samples, 
we have not attempted to compare, in detail o r  quantitatively, local faunas 
within the Chaco. 'l'he distribution records at hancl suggest, however, that 
few dif'f'erences would be found beyond the disappearance of stenoder- 
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Nights of collecting 
F I ~ ; .  3. Plot of the cu~nulative number of species of bats collected as a function of the 
n u ~ n b e r  of nights of collecting. T h e  dashed line indicates the total number of species believed 
to be present. .I'he area sampled lies between Km 200 and Km 320 along the Trans Chaco 
Highway. 
mine phyllostomids and noctilionids from xeric areas. Figure 3 also sug- 
gests caution in the interpretation of Table 12, particularly for those 
regions sampled less intensively than the Chaco. The stronger relationship 
between Chacoan and Venezuelan faunas than between Chacoan and 
northeastern Brazilian Faunas, for example, is probably an artifact of in- 
complete sampling. Further, due to its large proportion of high-flying and 
agile insectivores, the Chacoan fauna may be an unusually difficult one to 
sample exhaustively. 
Chacoan bats do not appear to breed during the southern winter; 
records from early though mid-winter (July through August) indicate no 
reproductive activity (Table 13). By late winter (late August and early 
September) most species appear to commence breeding. Unfortunately, we 
have few records from other times of year. Myotzs albescens, Myotis nigricans, 
L~~.siu.rus ega, and Eptesicus ,furinalzs were studied intensively by Myers 
(1977); like the bats reported here, these species begin breeding in August- 
September. Sirnilarly, Ojeda and Barquez (1978) reported very little or no 
reproductive activity in several species of phyllostomids, molossids, and 
vespertilionids captured during July and August in Dept. Santa Cruz, 
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Bolivia, at a site at the base of the Andes east of Santa Cruz de la Sierra. In 
contrast, Taddei (1976) reported that phyllostomids in eastern Brazil tend 
to concentrate reproduction fi-om June through October-November and in 
February-March. At no time of year was the cessation of breeding as com- 
plete in eastern Brazil as in the Paraguayan Chaco. Taddei's study focused 
primarily on frugivorous species, however, which are rare or absent in the 
Chacoan fauna. Vizotto and Taddei (1976) and 'Taddei et al. (IY76), work- 
ing in southeastern Brazil, found that breeding by ~Molossops ahrclsus, 
Molossops ternminckzi, and Molossops planirostrzs began in July, also in contrast 
to Paraguayan populations. Mares et al. (198la) also reported July breed- 
ing in St.ur.r~zra captured in "mesic" habitats in Salta Province, Argentina. 
Further, Eptesicus furinnlzs from Salta taken in November were reproduc- 
tively quiescent; at this time in Paraguay almost 100% of the population 
reproduces (Myers, 1977). In contrast, Mares et al. (198 la) reported that in 
Salta, during November, M .  ternrninckii, Eurnops bonariensis, and Molossus 
rnolossus resembled these species in Paraguay in that they all showed ev- 
idence of breeding. Thus, breeding patterns vary substantially among 
Chacoan and extra-Chacoan populations of bats. At present, however, few 
species have been studied intensively, and in no case can we make detailed 
comparisons of the breeding habits of populations of one species in several 
habitats. 
SUMMARY 
1. Systematic and ecological notes, locality records, and measurements are provided for 
bats from the Chaco Boreal. 
2. Species of bats found in the Chaco Boreal tend to have distributions covering large areas 
of  South America. No endemic species are known. The  composition of the Chacoan bat fauna 
appears to result from the deletion of species, especially frugivorous phyllostomids, f'rorn 
faunas of neighboring regions. 
3. Chacoan bats tend to be smaller in body size and lighter in color than their conspecifics in 
surrounding areas. Lighter colors are probably related to the increased aridity of Chacoan 
habitats. T h e  reasons for smaller body sizes, however, are not known. 
4. Obtaining accurate lists of species present at sites in the Chaco for faunal comparisons is 
extremely difficult, perhaps due to the predominance of high flying and agile vespertilionids 
and molossids. At our  most intensively sa~ripled localities, during a sampling period of over 60 
nights, only about 213 of the bat species believed to be present were represented in our 
collections. 
5. I n  the Chaco, most bat species appear to cease breeding in mid winter Uuly-early 
August), and to commence breeding in late winter (late August). Much variation occurs, 
however, particularly in areas peripheral to the Chaco. 
6. A key to the bats of the Chaco Boreal, based on characters that can be observed on intact 
animals, is given. 
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APPENDIX 
FIELD KEY T O T H E  BKTS O F T H E  CHACO BOREAL AND SURROUNDING AREAS 
'This key is intended for use in the field, and is based on characteristics of 
bats that can easily be observed in intact anirnals. Note that the initial choice 
is among four items. The key includes species known to occur in the Chaco, 
as well as several we believe likely to occur there. We are especially grateful 
to Dr. Charles Handley for assistance in its construction. 
I.  Tail extending well beyond end of tail membrane 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A. forearm covered w i ~ h  horny warts iV~op1atyrnop.s rnallogro.\.\erui\ 
B. forcarm not covered with horny warts 
1. forearm longer than 70mm 
a. ears longer than 35mm, tragus broad and square . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  E~irnop.\ p~r-olid 
t,. ears shorter than 34tnrn; tragus small, pointcd or 
square . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Eurno/~~s cl(~b6enei 
2. forearm less than 70mm 
a. size very small; forearm less than :15n11n 
(1). forearm usually longer than 3 lrnm; extensive areas of pure 
white on throat, chest, and sometimes belly; fbur lower incisors; 
large square antitragus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1Mo1o.ssops plnniro.stri\ 
(2). forearm usually shorter than :31m1n; throat may be light, but 
usually not white; underside ~~sual ly  dark; two lower incisors; 
small, narrow, recurved antitragus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~Molossops tcmminckii 
b. size larger 
(I) .  antitragus constricted at base 
(a). palate distinctly dorned; upper incisors shaped like canines, 
tips usually separated; base of fifth metacarpal distinctly furry 
((I)). forearm longer than 50mrn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  pro mop.^ occu l~w  
((2)). forearm less than 50mm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Promops nnst l l z~~ 
(b). palate not dorned; upper incisors triangular, tips together 
forming a beak-like structure; base of fifth metacarpal rnuch less 
hairy, though some hairs present 
((1)). forearm longer than 45mm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  iMoloslw. uter 
((2)). forearm shorter than 45mm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  iMolo.\.\us moloss~~s 
(2). antitragus not constricted at base 
(a). deep grooves or  folds on upper lips; tips of upper incisors 
convergent 
((1)). ears meeting in midline but not joined; Ihrcartn 
less than 50mm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Turluridrl hm\lllerwi\ 
((2)). ears joined at hase in midline 
((a)). forearm grealer than 55mm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ?'a(tr~rztku II~(LC) .O~Z\  
((b)). forearm less than 50mni 
(((I))). forear111 usually greater than 45rnrn . . . . . . . . .  T(ldoridn lr~licr~iirlr~to 
(((2))). forearm usually less than 45111m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Turlri~-i(ln e~~rop.\ 
(b). deep grooves on lips lacking 
( ( I ) ) .  large, forearm longer than 4Gmrn 
((a)). ears clearly separate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i\i(olos.\op.~ abrruw 
((b)). ears meet in midline 
(((1))). tragus fairly well developed, truncate; clorsal color clay 
or  brownish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  E~~rnop.\ glut~(.iru~\ 
(((2))). tragus rninutc and poir~ted; dorsally very dark b1.ow11 
or  black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Eionop.~ ~ L ~ L I % ~ ~ I L ~ I C ~ I L \  
((2)). small, forearm less than 46rn1n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Eumof.\ bonorlenris 
M Y E R S  A N D  WEI 'ZEI  
11. Tail absent or  short, not reaching edge ot ul-opatagiu~n; noseleaf pl-esent 
(fleshy, leatlike projection above nose) 
A. white stripes (so~neti~nes very fhint) on tice ;~bove eyes; tail absent 
1. size small, forearm less than 50111m 
a. white stripe down middle of. back 
(1). color gl-ay or  bl-own; eye stl-ipes well defined; forearm usually 
longer than 40m1n; cornmon in eastern Paraguay . . . . . . . . .  Vambr-op.5 linu(~tr~\ 
(2). color black or  blackish brown; eye stripes weakly defined; forearm 
longer than 40rn1n; known only from northern 
Ch;tco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vampyi-op.\ rloi-\alic. 
11. no white stripe on back; foreal-1x1 less than :)51nm . . . . . . . . . . . .  Van~pyrc.\,\a pu.\illu 
2. size larger, forearm longer than 50mm 
a. f0rearm usually longer than ti51nrn; eye stripes 
pronounced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Artibeu liturn/w 
b. li)rearm less than 651nni; rye stripes not pronounced 
( I ) .  h r e a r ~ n  usually lo11ge1- tti;~ri 6'Llnm; eyc stripcs weak or absent; 
2 upper molars; dorsal colol- dark gray or dark brown 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .ArtiOpus cf. J z n ~ b r z u t ~  
(2). forear~n usually less than 621nm; cyc stripes weak but usually present; 
:i upper molars (the rhird ;I srnall peg); dorsal color medium gray 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ai%ibru\ jr~mnic(,rrsu 
B. 110 eye stripes; tail ahsent or shot-t 
1. eal-s long, greater than 25111111, and wlle11 laid fi11-wal-d, projcct beyond 
end ol' snout; rail short 
a. forearm longer than 7On11n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Chrotop/rrrc\ aul-i/ur 
11. fo~-ea~-nr less than 60rnm I~u t  longer than 501n1n 
( I ) .  ear longer than 301nm; forearm allnost naked . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7'onntin .tiluzcolr~ 
(2). eal- less than YOmm; forearm furl-y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7bnr~lm hi(lr.~r.\ 
2. ears less than 251n1n; ti1real-m less than 451nm 
a. tail absent 
(1). tail ~nemhl-ane mostly absent (never as wide as foot) . . . . . . . . . .  Stctrr~ircl lilir~tn 
(2). tail ~ r r e n i b ~ - ; ~ ~ ~ e  wide; white spots on shoulders, color brownisti 
or  tan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pygorler-ma bilnhintum 
I). tail present; tail ~nemht-i~ne wider than h o t  
( I ) .  forearm less than 3511i1n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (;lo.\so/jh(~g(~ ,wi-ic-inrc 
(2). forearm longer than 351nm 
(a). dorsal fill. tl-icolo~-ed; tail short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Coi-ollin p~r.s/)icill~~/a 
(b) .  dorsal fur unicolored; tail extending nearly to edge of 
uropatagium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~Vlacroplryllnm mat-,-ol,llyll~on 
111. 7';lil not extending to edge of UI-opatagium; no obvious noseleat (though 
nose region may appear conlplex and li)ldecl) 
A. hind feet very large, longer than 301nrn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Noctilzo ~ P ~ O ~ ~ I L I L \  
B. hind k e t  less rhan 251n1n 
I .  Sorearm longer than .55rnm 
a. color reddish; teeth not strongly tnodified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  iVr,c/ilio nlhivpntr-i.r 
11. color grayish; central incisors and canines rnucli enlarged; 
molars I-educed; tail absent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Iles~nodc~s rofuiicl~o 
2. forearm less than 55m1n 
;I. 2 whitish stripes on back 
. . . . . . . . .  ( I ) .  color bl;~ckish; wing sac in male; forearni naked Snrcoptriyx bilin~~ccto 
(2). color grayish; wing sac absent; forea~.tn with tufts ot hail- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Kl~ync-l~oi~ycl(~r~ nc1.w 
11. no dol-sal stripes; lorearm naked . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Prroptery macrotic 
LV. I'ail extending to edge of ut-opatagium, but not rnore than thc ler i~th  
of one o r  two vertebrae beyond; no noseleaf 
:I. ears extend much beyond nose when folded forward . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Hkttiottc 7~rlut1~\ 
PI. ears shorter 
1. color yellowish, reddish, or  fi-osted; tail membrane heavily furred 
a. yellowish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lrw-iur~~s egr~ 
b. reddish, ofteri frosted gray 
(1). forear111 longer thar~ 45mrn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lusiurus cinereu 
(2). forearm lcss than 45min . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lu.sium\ borealis 
2. color bt-owr~ish, blackish, or  reddish; tail rnen~brane sparsely furred 
to alrnost naked 
a. two srnall, peg-like teeth behind canine in upper jaw 
(1). size large, tbrearrn longer than 37111111 
(a). fur wooly, less than 31nm long on back; coloi- yellow-orange 
M Y O ~ L Y S L I ~ I L \  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
(b). fur silky, 41nm or  more long on back; color darker, reti brown 
to gray brown 
((I)). color redder, tips of hairs not contrasting to bases 
in color . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,Myoti\ ruher 
((2)). color browner or grayer, tips of hairs lighter than 
bases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,Myotis lruis 
(2). s i ~ e  s~naller, forearm less than 37rnrn 
(a). color reddish or  brownish; fur short, less than 3mrn 
or1 back; wooly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,Llyotk r~pr~rzur 
(dil'ficult to distinguish fiom iM. nigricons, especially in the Chaco) 
(h). color variable; fur longer, silky 
((I)). lips ol' hairs light, strongly contrasting 
with bases, resulting in a "frosted" apearance . . . . . . . . . .  ~Myotis albe.scens 
((2)). tips of hair either not contrasting with bases or 
weakly contrasting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2Myo~is nlgricarw 
I>. canine in contact with first molar-like tooth 
(1). sizc large, forearm longer than 42mm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Eptesiric /~rusllzea~~s 
(2). size smaller, forearm less than 41min 
(a). size smaller, forcarm less than 36mm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  E/)'l,le,\icw dirninut~cs 
(b) .  size larger, forearm longer than :I(irnrn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Epte.\icio furinnlis 



